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Abstract
We calculate denotations under the Sweedler semantics of the Ehrhard-Regnier
derivatives of various encodings of Turing machines into linear logic. We show that
these derivatives calculate the rate of change of probabilities naturally arising in
the Sweedler semantics of linear logic proofs. The resulting theory is applied to the
problem of synthesising Turing machines by gradient descent.
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The situation is very much like that we meet in a truss
bridge. To determine the strains that the different parts
are carrying, we place a weight somewhere on the bridge
and measure the deflection of element after element... In a
similar way, for a system to show any effective causality, it
must be possible to consider how this system would have
behaved if it had been built up in a slightly different way.
Norbert Wiener, Invention: The Care and Feeding of Ideas
1 Introduction
This paper is the fifth in a series [33, 34, 10, 11] studying the semantics of linear logic in
vector spaces, where the cofree coalgebras introduced by Sweedler [45] are used to interpret
the exponential connective of linear logic. We call this the Sweedler semantics. The story
so far reads as follows: in [33] the explicit description of the cofree coalgebra was revisited,
in [34] this was used to define the Sweedler semantics, in [10] it was explained how the
primitive elements in cofree coalgebras give rise to a natural semantics of differential linear
logic, and in [11] the denotations of encodings of Turing machines were calculated. In this
paper we take the proofs from [11] encoding Turing machines, and compute using [10] the
denotations of their derivatives in the sense of differential linear logic. Our aim at the
beginning of this project was to, firstly, compute these “derivatives of Turing machines”
and to, secondly, try to understand if the answer is computationally meaningful.
The differential lambda calculus is a system introduced by Ehrhard and Regnier [17]
in which arbitrary algorithms (that is, lambda terms) may be “differentiated”. This is a
remarkable idea, originating in the semantics of linear logic [15]. The differential lambda
calculus and its cousin differential linear logic have good properties (such as confluence
[17, §3.1] and strong normalisation [17, §5]) so we may view the derivative of an algorithm
as an algorithm in its own right. This leads to the following basic
Question: what is it that the derivative of an algorithm computes?
In this paper we use the Sweedler semantics to address this question, at least for a class of
simple proofs in linear logic that we call component-wise plain proofs. Our answer is that
the derivative of such a proof computes rates of change of naive probability. The naive
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probability is, technically speaking, the result of applying the denotation of a proof in the
Sweedler semantics to a group-like element corresponding to a probability distribution
over proofs. More conceptually it may be described as the probability (in the Bayesian
sense of a degree of belief) assigned by an observer of the operation of the algorithm, to an
output value given some uncertainty about the input, where the observer reasons about
the operation of the algorithm under certain (naive) assumptions about the conditional
independence of the variables involved. The same assumptions appear in naive Bayesian
classifiers [37, §20.2.2] from which we borrow the name.
Outline of the paper: In order to make the paper accessible to a wider audience, we
begin in Section 2 with a high-level motivation for the idea of derivatives of algorithms,
and linear logic in that context. In the main text our first goal is to define the naive
probability associated to plain proofs, and explain how its rate of change is computed by
denotations of the derivatives of these proofs in the Sweedler semantics (Theorem 5.10).
The second goal is to illustrate the behaviour of this probability using Turing machines
(Section 6). One possible area of application of the Ehrhard-Regnier derivative of algo-
rithms is in machine learning, and in Section 7 we develop a theory of gradient descent
based on derivatives of Turing machines.
Acknowledgements. DM thanks Huiyi Hu for patiently explaining various aspects of
machine learning, and collaboration on early versions of these ideas.
2 Motivation
2.1 Error propagation and algorithms
What is the derivative of an algorithm? It is not clear that such a thing should always
exist, but when it does, it must surely result from making an infinitesimal variation in some
part of the input, and measuring the infinitesimal variation in some part of the output. If
the algorithm is numeric and computes a real-valued function of real-valued inputs, this
works: there is an algorithm which computes the derivative of the output with respect to
a given input, and the study of these algorithms is called automatic differentiation [12].
However, for algorithms with discrete inputs and outputs the problem with this intu-
ition is clear: it does not a priori make sense to make such infinitesimal variations. In
this part of the introduction we try to motivate our general point of view on this problem,
which is the problem of propagation of error (or uncertainty) through algorithms.
Given continuous random variables X1, . . . , Xn (representing, for example, measure-
ments) and a smooth function f(x1, . . . , xn) let F be the output distribution, obtained for
example by sampling from the input distributions and aggregating the results of applying
f to the samples. The error propagation law (see [8, p.71], [29]) states that in the case
that the errors in the Xi are independent, the variance of F is approximately determined
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by the variance of the input variables Xi, according to the formula
σ2F '
n∑
i=1
[ ∂f
∂xi
]2
σ2Xi (1)
where the partial derivatives are evaluated by setting xi to be the mean µi of Xi. The
significant point is that the variance of each input is weighted according to how strongly
that particular input influences the output, with the degree of influence being measured
by the partial derivative; see also [43, §3.6]. We may turn this around, and assuming that
all the Xi but the first are delta functions at some particular values µi, obtain∣∣∣ ∂f
∂x1
(µ1, . . . , µn)
∣∣∣ ' σF
σX1
. (2)
The right hand side of this equation gives us an alternative way to think about the partial
derivatives of f at arbitrary points of Rn. As long as we know the extension of f to a
function of probability distributions F = F (X1, . . . , Xn) we can estimate these partial
derivatives by preparing suitable input distributions, computing the output distribution,
and taking the ratio of a measure of the output and input errors.
Now let us consider the case of a discrete algorithm ψ, and see to what extent we can
emulate this point of view on the derivative. Suppose the input variable x ranges over a
discrete set of symbols Σ and that an observer has some uncertainty about the true value
of the input being x = σ0, represented by a probability distribution
(1− h) · σ0 +
∑
σ 6=σ0
uσh · σ
where the uσ give a probability distribution over Σ \ {σ0}. We take h as a measure of the
error or uncertainty in the input value1. This uncertainty leads to uncertainty about the
output of the algorithm, which we suppose lies in some set of symbols Λ. For the moment
we do not take a position on precisely how the uncertainty about the input is propagated
to uncertainty about the output. However it is calculated, the output uncertainty takes
the form of a probability distribution
(1− f(h)) · ψ(σ0) +
∑
λ 6=ψ(σ0)
Vλ(h) · λ .
We take f(h) as a measure of the error in the output arising from an error of h in the input,
and assume this varies smoothly as a function of h. In the limit where our uncertainty
about the input being other than σ0 is an infinitesimal ∆h, our uncertainty about the
1This agrees with the standard deviation from σ0 up to a constant factor, if we assume the symbols
in Σ are embedded in a metric space as equidistant points, as for example in the free vector space RΣ.
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output being other than ψ(σ0) is an infinitesimal ∆f , and the analogy with (2) suggests
that the derivative of the algorithm ψ with respect to x at σ0 is approximated by the ratio
∆f
∆h
' f
′(0)∆h
∆h
= f ′(0) . (3)
The proposal we have arrived at is to define the derivative of an algorithm at some input
symbol x = σ0 to be the ratio of a measure of input and output errors, where the error
is in the input x and all other inputs are fixed. To formalise this, we have to specify how
to extend ψ to an algorithm which takes probability distributions as inputs and returns
probability distributions as outputs, that is, we have to specify a probabilistic extension.
The probabilistic extension of ψ dictated by standard probability does not give rise to
a meaningful theory of derivatives of algorithms, because it depends only on the function
Σ −→ Λ encoded by ψ. We therefore do not expect any fundamental connection between
standard probability and derivatives of algorithms. So the question becomes: how should
we propagate error through algorithms? This is where we turn to linear logic.
2.2 Differential linear logic
The approach of this paper is coalgebraic and we begin with a brief overview of how this
perspective charts a natural course from tensor algebra to differentiable computation.
The starting point is the category V of vector spaces over an algebraically closed field,
equipped with the structure of a closed symmetric monoidal additive category, that is,
with the operations ⊕,⊗,( where V ( W is the space of linear maps from V to W .
This is the world of tensor algebra, and it is computationally very meagre: we may only
construct linear functions. The canonical nonlinear extension of this algebra is obtained
by adding the operation ! of formation of cofree coalgebras [45, Ch VI.] and the resulting
language of constructions in the operators ⊕, ⊗, (, ! is called linear logic [21].
What this means is that the types of linear logic are expressions in these operators,
and the semantics J−K maps such expressions to actual vector spaces, with for example
J!A( BK = Homk(J!AK, JBK) = Homk(!JAK, JBK) .
To understand the ramifications of introducing cofree coalgebras into tensor algebra, we
look first to the group-like [45, p.57] and primitive elements [45, p.199] of these coalgebras.
Given a proof ψ in linear logic of the sequent !A ` B, the denotation is a linear map
JψK : !JAK −→ JBK .
We have for each proof α : A a vector JαK ∈ JAK and a group-like element |∅〉JαK ∈ !JAK
(which we call the vacuum supported at JαK) and it is the behaviour of the denotation ofJψK on these group-like elements which recovers the input-output behaviour of ψ, since
JψK|∅〉JαK = Jψ(α)K
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where ψ(α) : B is the output of the algorithm ψ on input α. But there is more information
in the linear map JψK than the input-output behaviour of ψ, and the two most obvious
ways to probe this additional information are:
(i) Lift JψK to a morphism of coalgebras
!JAK −→ !JBK (4)
and evaluate this morphism on the primitive elements of the coalgebra !JAK. Given
proofs α, β : A there is an associated primitive element |JβK〉JαK in !JAK.
(ii) Evaluate JψK on vacuums at linear combinations of proof denotations:
JψK|∅〉∑
i λiJαiK ∈ JBK . (5)
Examining (i) one discovers the differentiable structure of algorithms in linear logic [10].
Indeed, the restriction of (4) to primitive elements is a kind of tangent map (see Corollary
4.6) and we refer to it as the coalgebraic derivative of JψK (Definition 4.1). On the other
hand, examining (ii) one discovers a natural probabilistic semantics of linear logic, which
is what we refer to as naive probability in Section 5. These are naturally related, and in
the present paper we explore this connection.
The connection is most apparent for proofs ψ of the form
pi...
nA ` B
der
n !A ` B
ctr
!A ` B
which, viewed as algorithms, act by copying their input a fixed number of times and
thereafter using these copies in a linear way, as described by pi. We refer to such algorithms
as plain proofs [11, Definition 3.1]. The coalgebraic derivative of ψ at a proof α : A in the
direction of β : A obtained using primitive elements agrees with a limit
JψK∣∣∣JβK− JαK〉JαK = limh→0 JψK|∅〉(1−h)JαK+hJβK − JψK|∅〉JαKh . (6)
The left hand side is the notion of differentiation which is native to the world of non-
linear tensor algebra (that is, linear logic) and which is axiomitised by differential linear
logic. The right hand side is a derivative in the sense of ordinary calculus. This is a
more familiar object, however, in order to give it a clear computational interpretation we
must understand the computational meaning of the values of JψK on vacuums which are
supported at probability distributions
(1− h)JαK + hJβK . (7)
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The evaluation of JψK at a vacuum supported at a distribution over proof denotations has
the following interpretation: execute ψ in such a way that at every step where the input
value of type A is to be used, we sample independently (of all other such steps) a value
from the distribution. So we use α with probability 1− h and β with probability h.
The naive probabilistic extension of ψ, denoted ∆ψ, is the function which computes
the distribution over output values of ψ induced by the distribution (7) over input values
in the manner just described (see Section 5). This probabilistic extension, which arises
naturally in the context of the Sweedler semantics, gives our answer for how to propagate
uncertainty through algorithms (at least those which are encoded as component-wise plain
proofs in linear logic). The proposal in Section 2.1 above to realise the derivative of ψ
using this probabilistic extension is given in Section 5.2. To be more precise, the derivative
of ψ that has already been defined by Ehrhard-Regnier is shown to coincide semantically
with this rate of change of naive probability.
3 Background
Throughout k is an algebraically closed field, and all vector spaces and coalgebras are
defined over k. Our coalgebras are all coassociative, counital and cocommutative. Our
reference for coalgebras is [45]. We write Prim(C) for the set of primitive elements in a
coalgebra C. Throughout “inc” always denotes an inclusion.
Our conventions for linear logic and its semantics are as in [11, §2.1]. By linear logic
we will always mean first-order intuitionistic linear logic with connectives ⊗,&,(, ! and
the corresponding introduction rules and cut-elimination transformations [31, 4] and J−K
denotes the Sweedler semantics [10, 34]. See [11, §2.1] for a brief introduction tailored to
the present paper. Whenever we talk about a set of proofs P of a formula A in linear
logic, we always mean a set of proofs modulo the equivalence relation of cut-elimination.
Given a set of proofs N we write JN K for {JνK}ν∈N . If proofs pi, pi′ are equivalent under
cut-elimination then JpiK = Jpi′K, so the function J−K : P −→ JAK extends uniquely to a
k-linear map
kP J−K // JAK (8)
where kP is the free k-vector space generated by the set P . If ψ is a proof of !A1, . . . , !Ar `
B and αi is a proof of Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ r then ψ(α1, . . . , αr) : B denotes the (cut-elimination
equivalence class of) the proof obtained by cutting ψ against the promotion of each αi.
A brief reference for common notation:
• A,B,C are formulas of linear logic.
• α, β, ψ, pi, ρ, ζ are proofs of sequents in linear logic.
• P ,Q,R are sets of proofs.
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• u, v, w are vectors (in for example kP , where P is a set).
• u,v,w are sequences of vectors (in for example ∏i kPi).
• Since the set of probability distributions ∆P is contained in the free vector space RP
we denote probability distributions by the same notation v, w as vectors. Similarly
sequences of distributions are denoted v,w.
4 Coalgebraic derivatives of plain proofs
In this section we recall some of the basic theory of coalgebraic derivatives from [10] and
study in detail the special class of plain proofs for which these derivatives can be described
in terms of explicit polynomials. The reader is encouraged to read [11, §3] before reading
this section. Given any proof in linear logic
ψ : !A1, . . . , !Ar ` B
the denotation is a linear map
JψK : !JA1K⊗ · · · ⊗ !JArK −→ JBK .
The promotion prom(ψ) is the proof
ψ
...
!A1, . . . , !Ar ` B prom
!A1, . . . , !Ar ` !B
which has for its denotation Jprom(ψ)K the unique morphism of coalgebras making⊗r
i=1 !JAiK
JψK
((
Jprom(ψ)K
// !JBK
d
JBK
commute. Any linear map κ from a coalgebra into JBK induces a morphism of coalgebras
into !JBK, and in general we call this induced morphism the promotion of κ and denote
it prom(κ). Thus Jprom(ψ)K = promJψK. Since Jprom(ψ)K is a morphism of coalgebras it
sends primitive elements to primitive elements, and there is a commutative diagram⊗r
i=1 !JAiK Jprom(ψ)K // !JBK
Prim
(⊗r
i=1 !JAiK)
inc
OO
// Prim
(
!JBK)
inc
OO
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Definition 4.1. The coalgebraic derivative of JψK is the function induced on primitive
elements by the promotion promJψK, that is, the bottom row in the above diagram.
One should think of the coalgebraic derivative as being analogous to the amalgamation
of all the tangent maps at points x ∈ M of a smooth map M −→ N (see Corollary 4.6).
We completely understand the primitive elements in cofree coalgebras. From the basic
theory of coalgebras [45], [11, §2.3] we know that there are bijections∏r
i=1JAiK2 ∼= // Prim (⊗ri=1 !JAiK)(
(vi, wi)
)r
i=1
7−→
r∑
i=1
|∅〉v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |wi〉vi ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉vr
and similarly
JBK2 ∼= // Prim (!JBK)
(v, w) 7−→ |w〉v .
The upshot is that the coalgebraic derivative of JψK is some function ∏ri=1JAiK2 −→ JBK2.
In this section we explain how to calculate this function in the special case where the
original proof ψ is plain [11, Definition 3.1].
Setup 4.2. In this section ψ : !A1, . . . , !Ar ` B is a plain proof and pi is a proof such that
pi...
n1A1, . . . , nr Ar ` B
der
n1 !A1, . . . , nr !Ar ` B
ctr/wk
!A1, . . . , !Ar ` B
is equivalent under cut-elimination to ψ. Given such a presentation we refer to ni as the
Ai-degree. Throughout Pi is a finite set of proofs of Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and Q is a finite set
of proofs of B such that {JνK}ν∈Q is linearly independent in JBK and such that{
pi(X1, . . . , Xr)
∣∣∣Xi ∈ (Pi)ni for 1 ≤ i ≤ r} ⊆ Q . (9)
As a consequence of the next result, quoted from [11], we know that the values of JψK
on vacuums can be computed by polynomials. We need to recall the following notation
from [11, §3]: given a function γ : {1, . . . , ni} −→ Pi for some i, we write
ργ = γ(1)⊗ · · · ⊗ γ(ni) : A⊗nii (10)JργK = Jγ(1)K⊗ · · · ⊗ Jγ(ni)K ∈ JAiK⊗ni . (11)
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Let ι denote the function
ι :
r∏
i=1
kPi −→
r⊗
i=1
!JAiK ,
ι
(
ω1, . . . , ωr
)
=
r⊗
i=1
|∅〉JωiK
where kP is the free vector space on P .
Proposition 4.3. There is a unique function Fψ making the diagram
!JA1K⊗ · · · ⊗ !JArK JψK // JBK
kP1 × · · · × kPr
ι
OO
Fψ
// kQ
J−K
OO
commute. This function is induced by a morphism of k-algebras
fψ : Sym(kQ) −→ Sym(kP1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ kPr) .
More precisely, if we present the symmetric algebras as polynomial rings in variables
{yτ}τ∈Q , {xiρ}1≤i≤r,ρ∈Pi
respectively, then the polynomial f τψ := fψ(yτ ) is given by the formula
f τψ =
∑
γ1,...,γr
δτ=pi(ργ1 ,...,ργr )
r∏
i=1
ni∏
j=1
xiγi(j) , (12)
where γi ranges over all functions {1, . . . , ni} −→ Pi.
Proof. This is [11, Proposition 3.8].
The values of the linear map JψK on general kets can be computed using the partial
derivatives of Fψ. To prove this we introduce some more notation. Given tuples
mi = {miρ}ρ∈Pi ∈ NPi
we write m = {mi}ri=1 and let ιm denote the function
ιm :
r∏
i=1
kPi −→
r⊗
i=1
!JAiK ,
ιm
(
w1, . . . , wr
)
=
r⊗
i=1
∣∣∣ ∏
ρ∈Pi
JρK⊗miρ〉JwiK
where we are using the notation of (8) in writing JwiK.
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Proposition 4.4. For each tuple m there is a unique function Fmψ making
!JA1K⊗ · · · ⊗ !JArK JψK // JBK
kP1 × · · · × kPr
ιm
OO
Fmψ
// kQ
J−K
OO
commute. This function is induced by a morphism of k-algebras
fmψ : Sym(kQ) −→ Sym(kP1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ kPr) ,
and moreover the polynomials making up this morphism are computed by
fmψ (yτ ) =
{ r∏
i=1
∏
ρ∈Pi
[ ∂
∂xiρ
]miρ}
f τψ . (13)
Proof. For the duration of the proof we write ρ rather than JρK for the denotation of proofs,
just to avoid complicating the notation. Since everything takes place at the semantic level
this should not cause confusion. Set wi =
∑
ρ λ
i
ρρ as above, so that
JψK( r⊗
i=1
∣∣∣ ∏
ρ∈Pi
ρ⊗m
i
ρ
〉
wi
)
= JpiK( r⊗
i=1
d⊗ni∆ni−1
∣∣∣ ∏
ρ∈Pi
ρ⊗m
i
ρ
〉
wi
)
. (14)
Now d⊗k∆k−1
∣∣s1, . . . , sl〉w is zero if l > k and for l ≤ k it is the k-tensor which is the sum
over all ways of taking a list of k copies of w, replacing l of the copies with the si’s (in
any order), and then forming the tensor over the list. For example with l = 2 and k = 4
one of the tensors obtained by this procedure is
w,w,w,w 7−→ w, s2, w, s1 7−→ w ⊗ s2 ⊗ w ⊗ s1 .
In particular,
d⊗ni∆ni−1
∣∣∣ ∏
ρ∈Pi
ρ⊗m
i
ρ
〉
wi
is the sum of tensors obtained from a list of ni copies of wi by replacing, for each ρ, m
i
ρ
copies of wi by ρ. Thus the input tensor to JpiK in (14) is obtained from the list
L =
(
w1, . . . , w1, . . . , wr, . . . , wr
)
(15)
in which wi appears ni times, by replacing for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r and ρ ∈ Pi, miρ copies of
wi by ρ, tensoring together the elements of the list, and then summing over all ways of
making such replacements. Given such a list of vectors let xijρ stand for the coefficient of
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ρ in the the vector which is jth among the positions in L occupied by wi’s. We have
calculated in [11, §3.1] that the result of applying JpiK to such a list is∑
τ∈Q
gτpi({xijρ }i,j,ρ)JpiK . (16)
Starting with the list L let us replace the jth copy of wi by ρ, for some fixed i, j, ρ, and
call this new listL ′. We can compute the value of JpiK on the tensor associated to the new
list by setting xijρ = 1 and x
ij
ζ = 0 for ζ 6= ρ in (16) and then evaluating all the variables
xi
′j′
ζ = λ
i′
ζ . Thus we may compute JpiK on the new tensor by evaluating the derivative∑
τ∈Q
∂
∂xijρ
gτpiJpiK
at the same point xi
′j′
ζ = λ
i′
ζ . Here we use that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ ni there is
in each monomial of gτpi precisely one variable from the set {xijρ }ρ∈Pi . We conclude that if
we begin with L and replace for each i a total of miρ copies of wi by ρ, say in positions
1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jmiρ ≤ ni, and call the new list L ′, then the result of applying JpiK to the
tensor associated to this list is the result of evaulating
∑
τ∈Q
{ r∏
i=1
ni∏
a=1
∂
∂xijaρ
}
gτpiJpiK
at the point xi
′j′
ζ = λ
i′
ζ . This proves that (14) is equal to the evaluation of
∑
τ∈Q
∑
j
{ r∏
i=1
∏
ρ∈Pi
miρ∏
a=1
∂
∂xij
ρ
a
ρ
}
gτpiJpiK (17)
at the point xi
′j′
ζ = λ
i′
ζ , where j ranges over assignments of sequences to proofs, where we
must assign to each pair (i, ρ) consisting of 1 ≤ i ≤ r and ρ ∈ Pi an increasing sequence
jρ = (jρ1 , . . . , j
ρ
miρ
) in {1, . . . , ni} of length miρ, such that for any i and distinct proofs
ρ, ρ′ ∈ Pi we have jρ ∩ jρ′ = ∅. Next observe that for 1 ≤ a ≤ r and ζ ∈ Pi the diagram
k
[
{xijρ }i,j,ρ
]
∑
j
∂
∂x
aj
ζ

C // k
[
{xiρ}i,j,ρ
]
∂
∂xa
ζ

k
[
{xijρ }i,j,ρ
]
C
// k
[
{xiρ}i,j,ρ
]
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commutes, using the map C of [11, §3.1]. Hence the right hand side of (13) is{ r∏
i=1
∏
ρ∈Pi
[ ∂
∂xiρ
]miρ}
C(gτpi) = C
({ r∏
i=1
∏
ρ∈Pi
[ ni∑
j=1
∂
∂xijρ
]miρ}
gτpi
)
= C
(∑
j
{ r∏
i=1
∏
ρ∈Pi
ni∏
a=1
∂
∂xij
ρ
a
ρ
}
gτpi
)
.
But substituting a point xi
′
ζ = λ
i′
ζ into the polynomial output of C in the final line is
the same as substituting xi
′j′
ζ = λ
i′
ζ to the input polynomial, which by (17) computes the
vector (14). This proves that the polynomials (13) assemble to a morphism of k-algebras
fmψ whose associated function F
m
ψ makes the necessary diagram commute.
Corollary 4.5. Given wi ∈ kPi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and integers {miρ}1≤i≤r,ρ∈Pi we have
JψK( r⊗
i=1
∣∣∣ ∏
ρ∈Pi
JρK⊗miρ〉JwiK
)
=
∑
τ∈Q
{ r∏
i=1
∏
ρ∈Pi
[ ∂
∂xiρ
]miρ}
f τψ
∣∣∣
w
JτK . (18)
where w = (w1, . . . , wr) ∈
∏r
i=1 kPi.
Returning to the context at the beginning of this section, if we assume k = C then Fψ
restricts to a smooth (in fact polynomial) morphism of manifolds
Fψ :
r∏
i=1
RPi −→ RQ , (19)
and we can relate the coalgebraic derivatives to the usual tangent maps of Fψ.
Corollary 4.6. If k = C the diagram⊗r
i=1 !JAiK promJψK // !JBK
Prim
(⊗r
i=1 !JAiK)
inc
OO
Prim
(
!JBK)
inc
OO
[∏r
i=1JAiK]2
∼=
OO
JBK2
∼=
OO
[∏r
i=1(RPi)
]2J−K2r
OO
?
// (RQ)2
J−K2
OO
commutes, where ? is the map
(v,w) 7−→ (Fψ(v), Tv(Fψ)(w)) . (20)
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Proof. The image of (v,w) under the left vertical map is the primitive element
r∑
i=1
|∅〉Jv1K ⊗ · · · ⊗ |JwiK〉JviK ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉JvrK ∈ r⊗
i=1
!JAiK .
By [34, Theorem 5.5] and [33, Remark 2.19] applying promJψK yields the primitive element
r∑
i=1
∣∣∣JψK(|∅〉Jv1K ⊗ · · · ⊗ |JwiK〉JviK ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉JvrK)〉JψK(⊗ri=1|∅〉JviK) .
If wi =
∑
ρ∈Pi w
ρ
i ρ with w
ρ
i ∈ R then by Corollary 4.5 this is equal to
r∑
i=1
∣∣∣∑
τ∈Q
∑
ρ∈Pi
wρi
∂f τψ
∂xiρ
∣∣∣
v
JτK〉
Fψ(v)
=
∑
τ∈Q
r∑
i=1
∑
ρ∈Pi
wρi
∂f τψ
∂xiρ
∣∣∣
v
∣∣JτK〉JFψ(v)K
which is the image of (Fψ(v), Tv(Fψ)(w)) under the right hand vertical map.
Remark 4.7. From a computational perspective, the most natural derivative of ψ is the
rate of change associated to this proof by the tangent vector which is parallel to the path
from some sequence of proofs v ∈∏iPi to another sequence of proofs w ∈∏iPi. we can
introduce the path γ from v = γ(0) to w = γ(1) given by
γ : R −→
∏
i
RPi ,
γ(h) = v + h(w − v) = (1− h)v + hw .
With Fψ the smooth map from (19) the image under the tangent map TvFψ of the tangent
vector at h = 0 determined by the path γ is the vector δ in TFψ(v)(RQ) ∼= RQ determined
by the limit
δ := lim
h−→0
Fψγ(h)− Fψγ(0)
h
.
This may be computed by a matrix product
δ = Tv(Fψ)T0(γ)(
∂
∂h
)
= Tv(Fψ)
( r∑
i=1
∑
ρ∈Pi
∂
∂h
[
(1− h)δvi=ρ + hδwi=ρ
] ∂
∂xiρ
)
=
r∑
i=1
∑
ρ∈Pi
[− δvi=ρ + δwi=ρ]Tv(Fψ)( ∂∂xiρ
)
=
r∑
i=1
Tv(Fψ)
( ∂
∂xiwi
− ∂
∂xivi
)
=
∑
τ∈Q
r∑
i=1
{ ∂
∂xiwi
− ∂
∂xivi
}
f τψ
∣∣∣
v
· ∂
∂yτ
.
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Using Corollary 4.5 (and identifying ∂
∂yτ
with JτK) we may rewrite this tangent vector in
coalgebraic language as follows. We begin with the vector
∂ iρ := |∅〉Jv1K ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∣∣JρK〉JviK ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉JvrK ∈ r⊗
j=1
!JAjK . (21)
defined for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and a proof ρ of Ai. Then the above shows that
δ =
r∑
i=1
JψK(∂ iwi − ∂ ivi) . (22)
As an important special case, let us record the following:
Corollary 4.8. With k = C let ψ : !A ` B be a plain proof with associated multiplicity
n and linear part pi as in Setup 4.2, and let α, β be proofs of A and Q a set of proofs of
B such that
• {pi(X) |X ∈ {α, β}n} ⊆ Q, and
• JQK is linearly independent in JBK.
Then as vectors in JBK we have
JψK|JβK− JαK〉JαK = lim
h→0
JψK|∅〉(1−h)JαK+hJβK − JψK|∅〉JαK
h
where the limit is taken in spanRJQK ∼= RQ.
Remark 4.9. The coalgebraic derivatives that are directly available at the level of the
syntax of differential linear logic are those of the form JψK|JβK〉JαK. This is inconvenient,
because the derivatives appearing naturally in the present context are those of the formJψK|JβK− JαK〉JαK = JψK|JβK〉JαK − JψK|JαK〉JαK .
One solution would be to axiomitise not just the bialgebra structure of !V , as is currently
done [16], but the full Hopf algebra structure [45, §6.4], since the antipode precisely
encodes the necessary minus signs [10, §3.1].
We have now given a complete treatment of the coalgebraic derivatives of plain proofs
(and thus also of component-wise plain proofs by [11, Remark 2.2]). What we have seen
emerge is the role of evaluations of proof denotations at linear combinations such asJψK|∅〉(1−h)JαK+hJβK ,
that is, evaluations at probability distributions over proofs.
While the Curry-Howard correspondence gives a computational meaning to cutting ψ
against inputs and reducing the result using cut-elimination, and thus to the evaluation
of JψK on vacuums, this does not automatically extend to a computational interpretation
of the evaluation of JψK on more general kets such as the ones involved in the coalgebraic
derivatives. For example, to give a computational interpretation of the tangent vector δ
of (22), we must first have a computational interpretation of the polynomials f τψ. This
will be provided by the probabilistic semantics in the next section.
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5 Naive probability
We are interested in propagating uncertainty through algorithms in order to give a prob-
abilistic interpretation of the Ehrhard-Regnier derivative. For various reasons, standard
probability is not appropriate for this purpose (see Section 2.1) and in this section we
explore a natural alternative based on realising algorithms as proofs in linear logic. We
define for each plain proof ψ a function ∆ψ which propagates uncertainty through ψ.
Throughout this section k = C. When we study proof denotations in the Sweedler
semantics, there are two natural ways to realise probability distributions over proofs.
Assume that 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1 are real numbers with
∑
i ai = 1, and interpret a1, ..., as as being
a probability distribution over proofs α1, ..., αs : A. We can encode this distribution as a
vector in !JAK using either of the vectors∑
i
ai|∅〉JαiK , |∅〉∑i aiJαiK . (23)
We refer to the former as the standard encoding and the latter as the naive encoding. If
ψ : !A ` B is a proof and we apply JψK to the vectors in (23) then the input will be copied
using the comultiplication ∆ on !JAK, which behaves differently on the two encodings. In
the first case ∆ reproduces the same distribution, but as a distribution over copies∑
i
ai|∅〉JαiK ∆7−−−−→
∑
i
ai|∅〉JαiK ⊗ |∅〉JαiK, (24)
while in the second case ∆ copies the distribution
|∅〉∑
i aiJαiK ∆7−−−−→ |∅〉∑i aiJαiK ⊗ |∅〉∑i aiJαiK . (25)
We will show that the naive encoding gives rise to a probabilistic semantics of component-
wise plain proofs, which we call naive probability, whereas the standard encoding gives
rise to standard probability (see Appendix B).
For the next definition recall the standard n-simplex
∆n =
{
(x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1 |
n∑
i=0
xi = 1 and xi ≥ 0 for all i
}
.
More generally, given a set Z we write
∆Z =
{∑
z∈Z
λzz ∈ RZ |
∑
z
λz = 1 and λz ≥ 0 for all z ∈ Z
}
,
which is the image of the standard |Z|-simplex under the isomorphism R|Z| ∼= RZ induced
by the basis Z in the case this set is finite. Here RZ is the free vector space on Z, and
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in particular for an element of ∆Z only finitely many of the coefficients λz are nonzero.
There is a canonical inclusion of Z as the vertices of the simplex
Z inc // ∆Z
z 7→
∑
z′∈Z
δz=z′z
′
and we usually identify Z with its image as a subset of ∆Z. Given a set of proofs P of
a formula A we define using (8) the denotation JvK of a probability distribution v over P
to be its image under the map
∆P inc // RP J−K // JAK∑
ρ∈P
vρ · ρ 7−→
∑
ρ∈P
vρJρK .
Definition 5.1. Given A1, . . . , Ar and for each i a finite set of proofs Pi of Ai, define
ι : ∆P1 × · · · ×∆Pr −→ !JA1K⊗ · · · ⊗ !JArK
ι
(
v1, . . . , vr
)
= |∅〉Jv1K ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉JvrK .
Lemma 5.2. If {JρK}ρ∈Pi is linearly independent in JAiK for 1 ≤ i ≤ r then ι is injective.
Proof. Given an index 1 ≤ i ≤ r and a vector (where vi ∈ JAiK)
|∅〉v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉vr ∈
r⊗
i=1
!JAiK
we may apply the counit !JAjK −→ k for j 6= i and the dereliction d : !JAiK −→ JAiK to
recover vi. From this and the hypothesis of linear independence the claim is clear.
Proposition 5.3. Suppose given a plain proof
ψ : !A1, . . . , !Ar ` B
constructed from pi as in Setup 4.2, together with for 1 ≤ i ≤ r a finite set Pi of proofs
of Ai, and a finite set of proofs Q of B such that the indexed set {JνK}ν∈Q is linearly
independent in JBK and the constraint (9) is satisfied. Then there is a unique function
∆ψ : ∆P1 × · · · ×∆Pr −→ ∆Q
which makes the diagram
!JA1K⊗ · · · ⊗ !JArK JψK // JBK
∆P1 × · · · ×∆Pr
ι
OO
∆ψ
// ∆Q
J−K
OO
commute.
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Proof. By hypothesis the right-hand vertical map is injective (we do not need the other ι to
be injective) so it is only necessary to show that JψK restricted to sequences of probability
distributions factors through ∆Q. For this we need only check that the polynomial
function Fψ of Proposition 4.3 satisfies
Fψ
(
∆P1 × · · · ×∆Pr
) ⊆ ∆Q ,
from which we deduce ∆ψ is the restriction of Fψ to this domain. This follows directly
from the formula (12) since
∑
τ
f τψ =
∑
γ1,...,γr
r∏
i=1
ni∏
j=1
xiγi(j) =
r∏
i=1
(∑
ρ∈Pi
xiρ
)ni
= 1
when
∑
ρ∈Pi x
i
ρ = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Definition 5.4. We call ∆ψ the naive probabilistic extension of ψ.
Remark 5.5. It follows from the definition of ∆ψ that the diagram
∆P1 × · · · ×∆Pr ∆ψ // ∆Q
P1 × · · · × Pr
inc
OO
ψ
// Q
inc
OO
also commutes.
Given a component-wise plain proof
ψ : !A1, . . . , !Ar ` !B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ !Bs
the naive probabilistic extension is a function
∆ψ : ∆P1 × · · · ×∆Pr −→ ∆Q1 × · · · ×∆Qs
depending on choices of sets of proofs Pi and Qj, which is defined in the same way as the
naive probabilistic extension of a plain proof above (see Appendix A for details).
Remark 5.6. For the definition of the naive probabilistic extension to be applicable, we
need a supply of proofs with linearly independent denotations. Integers and booleans are
always linearly independent [11, Proposition B.1] and for any finite set of binary integers
there is a type A such that, when the binary integers are encoded as a set of proofs of
type bintA, their denotations are linearly independent; see [11, Remark B.11].
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5.1 Interpretation of naive probability
Given a plain proof ψ with linear part pi as in Setup 4.2 and distributions v1, . . . , vr over
proofs of A1, . . . , Ar, how are we to interpret the distribution ∆ψ(v1, . . . , vr)? The answer
depends on our prior commitments to interpreting probabilities in general, so we will give
both a frequentist and a Bayesian answer.
The frequentist view revolves around an operational semantics of the algorithm ψ
and sampling from the various distributions. It suffices to explain in the case where r = 1
so ψ : !A ` B. Let α, β ∈ P be proofs of A and set
v = (1− h) · α + h · β ∈ ∆P (26)
Let n be the A-degree as in Setup 4.2, let γ range over functions γ : {1, . . . , n} −→ {0, 1}
and set γi = |γ−1(i)| for i ∈ {0, 1}. We write d for the dereliction. Then
JψK|∅〉JvK = JψK|∅〉(1−h)JαK+hJβK
= JpiKd⊗n∆n−1|∅〉(1−h)JαK+hJβK
= JpiK((1− h)JαK + hJβK)⊗n
=
∑
γ
(1− h)γ0hγ1JpiK(Jζ1γK⊗ · · · ⊗ Jζnγ K)
=
∑
γ
(1− h)γ0hγ1Jpi(ζ1γ , . . . , ζnγ )K
where ζ iγ is α if γ(i) = 0 and β otherwise. Under the linear independence hypothesis of
Setup 4.2 this result may be lifted uniquely to a distribution, with the result that
∆ψ(v) =
∑
γ
(1− h)γ0hγ1 · pi(ζ1γ , . . . , ζnγ )
This is a probability distribution over proofs of B with the following interpretation: to
evaluate ψ on v is to execute the algorithm probabilistically, such that every time the
input is to be used, we sample from the distribution v and obtain α with probability 1−h
and β with probability h. The expected distribution over the outputs, given an infinite
number of runs, is then ∆ψ(v).
In the next two examples we present proofs using the term calculus of [4].
Example 5.7. The Church numeral (with q : !(A( A), z : A)
2 = (λq.(copy q as q′, q′′ in (λz.(derelict(q′′) (derelict(q′) z))))) (27)
is a plain proof of intA, and to find its naive probabilistic extension we may take an input
distribution q and replace each of derelict(q′), derelict(q′′) with independent samples.
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Example 5.8. The binary integer
001 = (λr.(λp.(copy r as r′, r′′ in (λz.(derelict(p) (derelict(r′′) (derelict(r′) z)))))))
is a plain proof of bintA [10, §4.2]. The naive probabilistic extension of this proof maps
a pair of distributions r, p to the distribution induced by sampling twice independently
from r and once from p, and composing the sampled linear operators.
The operational content of the naive probabilistic extension is captured by the slogan:
dereliction as sampling. However, this needs to be understood with some care when we
begin with a plain proof which is not cut-free (in which case we may not know explicitly
how to present ψ in terms of a linear part pi). Notice that if we were to promote 2 (viewed
as a proof of !(A( A) ` A( A) and cut its output against the first input of 001 (viewed
as a proof of 2 !(A( A) ` A( A) we would obtain a plain proof [11, Lemma 3.4].
The naive probabilistic execution of this proof can be described as follows: at each of
the two points in 001 that r is used (that is, derelicted), we independently sample the in-
put q to 2 twice so as to compute a single sample from the distribution r. Cut-elimination
will push these calculations to the beginning, so that we would begin by independently
sampling the first input four times.
The Bayesian view revolves around the idea of an observer of the computational
process of cut-elimination, who is reasoning about the current state of this process given
some initial uncertainty. However, the observer reasons under the hypothesis that in any
part of the algorithm where two or more outputs are computed from the same inputs,
those outputs are conditionally independent given the inputs. We will develop this point
of view properly in the special case of Turing machines, so here we will be brief. Let us
suppose for simplicity that ψ is a component-wise plain proof of !A ` !B1 ⊗ !B2. ThenJψK can be assembled from its components ψi as (see [11, Lemma 2.1])
!JAK ∆ // !JAK⊗ !JAK Jψ1K⊗Jψ2K // !JB1K⊗ !JB2K
which has the semantics, for v ∈ ∆P , P a set of proofs of A,
|∅〉v 7−→ |∅〉v ⊗ |∅〉v 7−→ |∅〉∆ψ1(v) ⊗ |∅〉∆ψ2(v) .
From this we see that the components of ∆ψ(v), even though they depend on the same
input variable of type !A, are conditionally independent distributions. It is this condi-
tional independence, which is reminiscent of the naive Bayesian classifier, that gives its
name to naive probability. We refer to such an observer as a naive Bayesian observer.
In conclusion, we have now given a computational interpretation to the polynomial f τpi
defined in Proposition 4.3. This polynomial computes (in the frequentist view) the prob-
ability of the output being the proof τ , when ψ is executed according to the probabilistic
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semantics described above and (in the Bayesian view) the probability assigned by a naive
Bayesian observer to the output being τ . We call this the naive probability.2
5.2 Probability and derivatives
We now proceed to give our interpretation of the output values of the derivative of an
algorithm, when that algorithm is encoded as a component-wise plain proof in linear logic.
With k = C and ψ a plain proof satisfying the hypotheses of Setup 4.2, we have defined
the naive probabilistic extension
∆ψ :
r∏
i=1
∆Pi −→ ∆Q .
We view ∆ψ as providing a way of propagating uncertainty3 about the inputs to uncer-
tainty about the outputs. We now turn to the following question: given some infinitesimal
change in one of the input distributions, what is the corresponding infinitesimal change
in the output distribution? We give a syntactic view, a coalgebraic view, and an ordinary
calculus view on this question. These are all shown to be equivalent by Theorem 5.10.
We begin with the calculus view. By construction ∆ψ is a smooth map of manifolds
with corners [28] as it is a restriction of the polynomial map Fψ, and its tangent map at
w = (w1, . . . , wr) ∈
∏r
i=1 ∆Pi is a linear map
Tw
(
∆ψ
)
: Tw
(∏
i
∆Pi
)
−→ T∆ψ(w)(∆Q) . (28)
This function computes the infinitesimal change in the output from ∆ψ(w) that is induced
by a given infinitesimal change in the input from w. These represent infinitesimal changes
in the state (of belief) of the naive Bayesian observer.
Since this tangent map is the restriction of the tangent map of Fψ, it is a consequence
of Corollary 4.6 that the coalgebraic derivatives of JψK (that is, the values of the promotion
of this map on primitive elements) compute the tangent map (28). In this section we make
this connection between derivatives and naive probability explicit. The first step to doing
so is to compute the tangent spaces to the ∆Pi and ∆Q.
2A reasonable objection to the term naive probability is that there is, by Cox’s theorem [13], [27, Ch.1]
essentially only one way of calculating probabilities and it is therefore an abuse to term anything else
“probability”. Against this view, we observe that Cox’s uniqueness theorem is derived from the fact that
propositions form a Boolean algebra [13, p.13] and the argument does not apply if the underlying logic
of propositions is changed, as is being implicitly done here; a similar point is made in [35, p.549].
3We have given a frequentist interpretation of naive probability in Section 5.1, however in the present
context this point of view is awkward, as we have to imagine making an infinitesimal change in input
probabilities and then, after making an infinite number of trials, looking for an infinitesimal change in
output probabilities. It seems more natural to consider an observer smoothly revising their state of belief
about the output of an algorithm given a change in their knowledge about the input. We therefore adopt
a Bayesian perspective in this section.
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For a finite set of proofs P of A consider the affine subspace
∆˜P =
{∑
ρ∈P
λρρ ∈ RP
∣∣∣ ∑
ρ
λρ = 1
}
,
which satisfies ∆P ⊆ ∆˜P ⊆ RP . The space ∆P is a manifold with corners [28] and as
such its tangent space is defined to be the tangent space of the affine space ∆˜P , so
Tw
(
∆P) := Tw
(
∆˜P) ⊆ Tw(RP) . (29)
If we write {xρ}ρ∈P for the coordinates of RP then Tw(RP) is spanned by the ∂∂xρ , and
Lemma 5.9. For any pair ζ, ρ ∈ P the tangent vector
B ζρ :=
∂
∂xζ
− ∂
∂xρ
(30)
belongs to Tw(∆P) and for any ρ ∈ P , the set
{
Bζρ
}
ζ 6=ρ is a basis for Tw
(
∆P).
The infinitesimal line segment corresponding to B ζρ on the space ∆P of distributions
starts from w and moves in the direction which infinitesimally decreases the probability
mass for ρ and increases it for ζ, and leaves all other masses fixed. This path represents
a revision of belief, and the basis of the lemma represents the independent directions in
which the observer’s beliefs can be revised.
Arbitrarily choosing ρi ∈ Pi for each i and τ ∈ Q,
Tw
( r∏
i=1
∆Pi
) ∼= r⊕
i=1
Twi∆Pi ∼=
r⊕
i=1
⊕
ζ 6=ρi
RBζρi
and there is a commutative diagram
Tw
(∏
i ∆Pi
)
∼=

Tw(∆ψ) // T∆ψ(w)
(
∆Q)
∼=
⊕r
i=1
⊕
ζ 6=ρi RB
ζ
ρi ?
//
⊕
ξ 6=τ RBξτ
where ? is, by definition of the tangent map, given by
Bζρi 7−→
∑
ξ 6=τ
{ ∂
∂xiζ
− ∂
∂xiρi
}
f ξψ
∣∣∣
w
·Bξτ
The coalgebraic point of view is centered on the corresponding primitive element
|∅〉Jw1K ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∣∣JζK− JρiK〉JwiK ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉JwrK ∈ Prim( r⊗
i=1
!JAiK) .
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The punchline of this section is the comparison given in the next theorem, between the
coalgebraic derivatives of JψK on the one hand (which are the denotations of the syn-
tactic derivatives axiomitised by differential linear logic) and the derivatives of the naive
probability ∆ψ, as encapsulated in its tangent map.
Theorem 5.10. For any point w ∈∏ri=1 ∆Pi, and proofs ζ, ρ ∈ Pi,
JψK(|∅〉Jw1K ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∣∣JζK− JρK〉JwiK ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉JwrK) = Tw(∆ψ)(Bζρ) (31)
where we identify the right hand side as a vector in JBK using the inclusions
T∆ψ(w)(∆Q) ↪→ T∆ψ(w)(RQ) ∼= RQ ↪→ JBK ,
Bτθ 7−→ JτK− JθK .
Proof. Let µ : ∆Q −→ RQ be the inclusion and observe that
T∆ψ(w)(µ) ◦ Tw(∆ψ)(Bζρ) = Tw(µ ◦∆ψ)(Bζρ)
=
∑
τ∈Q
{ ∂
∂xiζ
− ∂
∂xiρ
}
(µ∆ψ)τ
∣∣∣
w
τ
=
∑
τ∈Q
{ ∂
∂xiζ
− ∂
∂xiρ
}
f τψ
∣∣∣
w
τ
Sending τ to JτK this agrees with the left hand side of (31) by Corollary 4.5.
The syntactic view on the question of infinitesimal changes is to take the proof ψ in
linear logic and form the proof ∂
∂Xi
ψ in differential linear logic, given by the tree
ψ
...
!A1, . . . , !Ar ` B
∂i
Ai, !A1, . . . , !Ar ` B
(32)
where ∂i is the new deduction rule of differential linear logic; see [16] and [10, §3.1]. The
comparison of the coalgebraic and calculus derivatives in (31) with the syntactic derivative
(32) is complicated by the fact that we cannot express wi directly in the syntax. It is true
by definition that the left hand side equals
J ∂
∂Xi
ψK((JζK− JρK)⊗ |∅〉Jw1K ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉JwrK)
but in the case where wi is actually a proof of Ai and not just a general distribution over
proofs, we can say more: there is a further equality of the vectors in (31) with
J ∂
∂Xi
ψ(ζ, w1, . . . , wr)K− J ∂∂Xiψ(ρ, w1, . . . , wr)K .
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Example 5.11. Returning to the situation of Remark 4.7 let us take sequences of proofs
v,w in
∏r
i=1Pi ⊆
∏r
i=1 ∆Pi. The tangent vector to the straight line from v to w is
δ :=
r∑
i=1
Bwivi ∈ Tv
(∏
i
∆Pi
)
which is encoded coalgebraically in the notation of (21) as the primitive element
r∑
i=1
(
∂ iwi − ∂ ivi
) ∈ r⊗
i=1
!JAiK .
The theorem then states that the vectors∑
τ∈Q
r∑
i=1
{ ∂
∂xiwi
− ∂
∂xivi
}
f τψ
∣∣∣
v
JτK ,
r∑
i=1
(J ∂
∂Xi
ψ(wi, v1, . . . , vr)K− J ∂∂Xiψ(vi, v1, . . . , vr)K) ,
r∑
i=1
JψK(∂ iwi − ∂ ivi)
in JBK are equal.
5.3 Non-determinism
The formal sum of terms plays a central role in differential lambda calculus. The stan-
dard interpretation of the sum [17, p.3], [16, p.2], [15, p.3] is that it is a form of non-
determinism:
“It is worth noting that linear substitution is a non-deterministic operation,
as soon as the substituted variable has several occurrences: one has to choose
a linear occurrence of the variable to be substituted and there are several
possible such choices. This fundamental non-determinism of the differential
lambda-calculus might be an evidence of a link with process calculi...” [17,
p.3]
Here the linear substitution that is being referred to arises in the definition of the reduction
rule of differential lambda calculus and the cut-elimination transformations of differential
linear logic [16, §1.4.3, §1.5.3]. We can make the point semantically as follows: in the
setting of Corollary 4.8 we can easily calculate as in [11, §3.1] that
JψK|JβK〉JαK = Jpi(β, α, . . . , α)K + Jpi(α, β, α, . . . , α)K + · · ·+ Jpi(α, . . . , α, β)K . (33)
The left hand side is the denotation of the derivative ∂
∂X
ψ as a proof in differential linear
logic cut against β, α, while the right hand side is the denotation of a formal sum of cuts
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of the linear part pi of ψ against various inputs. It is this formal sum that is being referred
to in the quote above as the linear substitution of β for α in ψ, and the equality expresses
the connection between derivatives and linear substitution.
For context let us recall that a non-deterministic Turing machine M [2, §2.1.2] has
two transition functions and returns M(x) = 1 on an input x if some sequence of choices
of which transition function to apply in each step leads to the machine halting in a special
state qaccept, while a probabilistic Turing machine [2, §7.1] is syntactically the same, in
the sense that it has two transition functions, but the output is viewed as a random
variable M(x) where P(M(x) = 1) is the fraction of the sequences of choices which lead
to qaccept. Note that non-deterministic and probabilistic Turing machines are conceptually
quite distinct, despite their technical similarity; see [2, p.125].
According to this definition the non-deterministic point of view on (33) would empha-
sise, for each proof τ of B, the predicate determining whether τ appears in the list
pi(β, α, . . . , α) , pi(α, β, α, . . . , α) , . . . , pi(α, . . . , α, β) .
However, the derivative ∂
∂X
ψ(β, α) contains more information than this predicate: it also
knows the multiplicity with which each τ appears. The problem is to give a computational
account for these multiplicities, which are, under the linear independence hypotheses we
have adopted, precisely the coefficients in (33). While in principle we could scale (33)
appropriately and obtain a probability distribution, this does not seem very natural.
In the Sweedler semantics it is natural to view the multiplicities in (33) as encoding
the values of derivatives of probabilities, rather than the probabilities themselves. To be
precise, as in [11, §3.1] we may extract from the proof ψ a family of polynomials f τψ in
variables xα, xβ, namely ∑
(γ1,...,γn)∈{α,β}n
δτ=pi(γ1,...,γn)xγ1 · · · xγn (34)
so that by Corollary 4.5,
JψK|∅〉JαK = ∑
τ∈Q
f τψ
∣∣∣
xα=1,xβ=0
JτK
JψK|JβK〉JαK = ∑
τ∈Q
∂f τψ
∂xβ
∣∣∣
xα=1,xβ=0
JτK .
The connection to probabilistic computation comes from Section 6.1 which explains how
f τψ is a component of the naive probabilistic extension ∆ψ, in which role it computes the
naive probability of observing the output τ .4
4We note, however, that from this point of view it is the quantity JψK|JβK− JαK〉JαK which arises most
naturally, rather than JψK|JβK〉JαK. See Remark 4.9
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6 Turing machines
What does the Ehrhard-Regnier derivative of an algorithm compute? When algorithm is
interpreted as component-wise plain proof in linear logic and the derivative is understood
in the sense of Ehrhard-Regnier [17], the general answer given in Section 5.2 was that the
derivative computes the rate of change of naive probability. However, this answer is not
fully satisfactory, because proofs in linear logic (or lambda terms) are not a very intuitive
model of algorithms. For this reason we explain in this section how to encode Turing
machines in linear logic and then take their derivatives.
6.1 Naive probability and Turing machines
We recall the definition of a Turing machine to fix our conventions; see [2]. Informally
speaking, a Turing machine is a computer which possesses a finite number of internal states
Q, and a one dimensional ‘tape’ as memory. Our tapes are unbounded in both directions.
The tape is divided into individual squares each of which contains some symbol from a
fixed finite alphabet Σ. At any instant only one square is being read by the ‘tape head’.
Depending on the symbol on this square and the current internal state, the machine will
write a symbol from Σ to the square under the tape head, possibly change the internal
state, and then move the tape head either left or right.
Definition 6.1. A Turing machine M = (Σ, Q, δ) is a tuple where Q is a finite set of
states, Σ is a finite set of symbols called the tape alphabet, and
δ : Σ×Q→ Σ×Q× {left, right}
is a function, called the transition function. For i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, we write δi = proji ◦ δ for
the ith component of δ
The set Σ is assumed to contain some designated blank symbol  which is the only
symbol that is allowed to occur infinitely often on the tape. Often one also designates a
starting state, as well as a special accept state which terminates computation if reached.
The Turing configuration of a Turing machine M is an element
(
(σu)u∈Z, q) of ΣZ × Q
where q is the current state and the symbol in the square in position u relative to the head
is σu (so σ0 is the symbol currently under the tape head, σ−1 is the symbol immediately
to the left of the tape head). Observe that the configuration of the tape actually lies in
the smaller set of functions which are finitely supported, in the following sense:
Definition 6.2. We write
ΣZ, = {f : Z −→ Σ | f(u) =  except for finitely many u} .
Associated to δ is the step function or time evolution
step : ΣZ, ×Q −→ ΣZ, ×Q (35)
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where if C =
(
(σu)u∈Z, q
)
is the current configuration of the Turing machine then after one
time step it will be in configuration step(C). Our aim is to define the naive probabilistic
extension of this step function. This is complicated by the fact that we do not give a single
proof encoding the step function, rather we give a family of proofs which collectively give
an encoding. These proofs each have a naive probabilistic extension, which piece together
to define a function ∆step. This is what we call the naive probabilistic extension of step.
The encoding we will use is taken from [11, §5.1]. The naive probabilistic extension of
the function step that we obtain depends in principle on the choice of encoding. However,
we show in Appendix C that the two encodings boolstep, relstep of the step function as
“boolean to boolean” proofs in [11] give rise to the same naive probabilistic extension,
which moreover is motivated on probabilistic grounds in Section 6.2. Note that boolstep
is based on Girard’s encoding in [22].
In this section we set s = |Σ|, n = |Q| and make the identifications
Σ = {0, . . . , s− 1} (36)
Q = {0, . . . , n− 1} (37)
such that the blank symbol  is identified with 0. Throughout A is a fixed type and we
write bool for boolA. Given a ≥ 1 there is a proof [11, Proposition 5.5]
arelstep : (2a+ 1) !sbool, !nbool `
(
!sbool
)⊗2a+3 ⊗ !nbool (38)
such that
arelstep(σ−a, . . . , σa, q) = (τ−a−1, . . . , τa+1, q′)
if and only if the Turing machine M initialised in state q and with tape5
. . . ,, σ−a, . . . , σ−1, σ0, σ1, . . . , σa,, . . .
is after one time step in the state q′ with tape contents
. . . ,, τ−a−1, . . . , τ−1, τ0, τ1, . . . , τa+1 ,, . . . .
These proofs are component-wise plain and so the denotations are morphisms of coalgebras
!JsboolK⊗2a+1 ⊗ !JnboolK −→ !JsboolK⊗2a+3 ⊗ !JnboolK . (39)
One way to define the propagation of uncertainty through M is to propagate error through
the proofs that encode its transition function in linear logic. This is done by taking the
naive probabilistic extensions of the proofs arelstep, for which we fix sets of proofs
Ptape = {σ}σ∈Σ of sbool , (40)
Pstate = {q}q∈Q of nbool . (41)
5The underline indicates the position of the head.
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In the notation of Corollary A.1 set
P1 = · · · = P2a+1 = Ptape ,P2a+2 = Pstate (42)
Q1 = · · · = Q2a+3 = Ptape ,Q2a+4 = Pstate . (43)
It is clear that the hypotheses of Corollary A.1 are satisfied, and so we have a naive
probabilistic extension ∆arelstep which is the unique function making the diagram
!JsboolK⊗2a+1 ⊗ !JnboolK JarelstepK // !JsboolK⊗2a+3 ⊗ !JnboolK
(∆Σ)2a+1 ×∆Q
ι
OO
∆arelstep
// (∆Σ)2a+3 ×∆Q
ι
OO
commute, where we identify Σ = Ptape and Q = Pstate and ι is from Definition 5.1. Next
we give the explicit formulas for this naive probabilistic extension.
Lemma 6.3. Given x ∈ (∆Σ)2a+1 and y ∈ ∆Q
∆arelstep
(
x, y) = (w, z) (44)
where, writing x = (xu)au=−a and using the notation
Md :=
∑
σ∈Σ
∑
q∈Q
δδ3(σ,q)=d x
0
σyq d ∈ {left, right} (45)
W σ :=
∑
σ′∈Σ
∑
q∈Q
δδ1(σ′,q)=σ x
0
σ′yq σ ∈ Σ (46)
we have
zq =
∑
σ∈Σ
∑
q′∈Q
δδ2(σ,q′)=q x
0
σyq′ (47)
wuσ = M
right
(
δu6=−1xu+1σ + δu=−1W
σ
)
+M left
(
δu6=1xu−1σ + δu=1W
σ
)
(48)
where by convention xu =  for u /∈ [−a, a].
Proof. This follows from the polynomials given in [11, Remark 5.6], when we add the
constraint that the input linear combinations are probability distributions.
Lemma 6.4. There is a unique function
∆step : (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q −→ (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q (49)
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with the property that for any a ≥ 1 the diagram
(∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q ∆step // (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q
(∆Σ)2a+1 ×∆Q
filla×1
OO
∆arelstep
// (∆Σ)2a+3 ×∆Q
filla+1×1
OO
commutes, where for c ≥ 1 the function
fillc : (∆Σ)
2c+1 −→ (∆Σ)Z,
fillc
(
(σu)
c
u=−c
)
(v) =
{
σv −c ≤ v ≤ c
 otherwise
fills the tape outside [−c, c] with blanks.
Proof. Any sequence in (∆Σ)Z, × ∆Q is in the image of filla × 1 for some a, so there
is at most one function making all such diagrams commute. To see that such a function
exists, it suffices to observe that if b ≥ a then the diagram
(∆Σ)2b+1 ×∆Q ∆brelstep // (∆Σ)2b+3 ×∆Q
(∆Σ)2a+1 ×∆Q
OO
∆arelstep
// (∆Σ)2a+3 ×∆Q
OO
commutes, where the vertical maps substitute blanks outside of [−a, a] and [−a−1, a+1],
respectively and act as the identity on ∆Q. But this is clear from Lemma 6.3.
Observe that by construction the following diagram commutes:
ΣZ, ×Q
inc

step
// ΣZ, ×Q
inc

(∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q
∆step
// (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q
(50)
Definition 6.5. We refer to ∆step as the naive probabilistic extension of step.
Definition 6.6. For t ≥ 1 we define a proof
t
arelstep : (2a+ 1) !sbool, !nbool `
(
!sbool
)⊗2a+1+2t ⊗ !nbool (51)
which is the cut of t copies of the encoding of the step function
t
arelstep := a+t−1relstep | · · · | a+1relstep | arelstep . (52)
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Lemma 6.7. For any a, t ≥ 1 the diagram
(∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q (∆step)
t
// (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q
(∆Σ)2a+1 ×∆Q
filla×1
OO
∆
(
t
arelstep
) // (∆Σ)2a+1+2t ×∆Q
filla+t×1
OO
commutes.
Proof. By compositionality (Lemma A.5) we have
∆
(
t
arelstep
)
= ∆a+t−1relstep ◦ · · · ◦∆a+1relstep ◦∆arelstep
so the claim follows from Lemma 6.4.
We may view the Turing machine as a discrete dynamical system, with state space
ΣZ, × Q and evolution rule given by the function step. Then ∆step gives an extension
of this discrete dynamical system to a smooth dynamical system (by which we mean a
smooth self-map of a manifold with corners). We think of this latter dynamical system
as the state evolution of an observer of the operation of the Turing machine.
We imagine that the observer knows the tape alphabet Σ, internal statesQ and instruc-
tions δ of the Turing machine, but is uncertain about the initial configuration: perhaps
some of the squares on the tape are not visible, or only partially visible, to the observer
while of course being perfectly visible to the machine. At each time step the observer
updates their state of knowledge to reflect their state of belief about the new state of the
machine. As explained in the next section, the observer described by ∆step updates their
state of knowledge under the hypothesis that certain random variables are conditionally
independent given the previous state.6
6.2 The naive Bayesian observer
The purpose of this section is to make precise the idea that the naive probabilistic exten-
sion ∆step of the Turing machine M describes the time evolution of the state of belief of a
“naive” Bayesian observer. We begin with an analysis of Turing machines using standard
Bayesian probability, for which our references are [14, 43, 27].
By the tape square in relative position u ∈ Z we mean the tape square which would be
labelled u if we were to enumerate all the squares on the tape in increasing order moving
left to the right, with the square currently under the head assigned zero.
6If instead we use the standard probabilistic extension ∆stdstep of Appendix B then we get a different
smooth extension of the Turing machine as a discrete dynamical system, and this smooth dynamical
system is the state evolution of an ordinary Bayesian observer of the Turing machine.
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Definition 6.8. The random variables are (at times t ≥ 0):
• Yu,t: the content of the tape square at relative position u at time t,
• St: the internal state at time t,
• Mvt: the direction to move in the transition from time t to t+ 1,
• Wrt: the symbol to be written in the transition from time t to t+ 1,
taking values in Σ, Q, {left, right} and Σ respectively.
We view the probability distributions of these random variables as describing the state
of belief of a Bayesian observer (sometimes referred to as a standard Bayesian observer)
who has perfect knowledge of the transition function δ. At time t = 0 for all but a finite
number of tape positions the observer is certain that the position contains a blank symbol.
Lemma 6.9. Let C ∈ ∆(ΣZ, × Q) denote the initial probability distribution over con-
figurations. With σ, σ′ ranging over Σ and q, q′ range over Q, we have
P(Mvt = d |C) =
∑
σ,q
δδ3(σ,q)=dP(Y0,t = σ ∧ St = q |C)
P(Wrt = σ |C) =
∑
σ′,q
δδ1(σ′,q)=σP(Y0,t = σ
′ ∧ St = q |C)
P(St+1 = q |C) =
∑
σ,q′
δδ2(σ,q′)=qP(Y0,t = σ ∧ St = q′ |C)
P(Yu,t+1 = σ |C) = δu6=−1P(Yu+1,t = σ ∧Mvt = right |C)
+ δu=−1P(Wrt = σ ∧Mvt = right |C)
+ δu6=1P(Yu−1,t = σ ∧Mvt = left |C)
+ δu=1P(Wrt = σ ∧Mvt = left |C) .
The state of belief of the observer at any time t is the joint distribution of the random
variables {Yu,t}u∈Z, St. As is clear from the update equations given in the lemma, to
determine the marginal distributions {P(Yu,t+1)}u∈Z,P(St+1) we require more than just
these marginal distributions at the time t: we also require various joint distributions. In
order to update the state of belief of the standard Bayesian observer we have to update
the entire joint distribution, and this is computationally very expensive.
A radical way to avoid this expense is to rewrite the update equations from the lemma,
pretending that the random variables which appear in the joint distributions on the right
hand side are conditionally independent given C. The pairs that appear together in joint
distributions in the original update equations are (taken at equal times)
P1 = {Y0, S} , P2 = {Wr,Mv} , P3 = {Yu,Mv}u6=0 . (53)
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We will consider an observer of the Turing machine who, following this proposal, updates
their state of belief during each time step as if all of the pairs in (53) are conditionally
independent given C. In fact these random variables are not conditionally independent, so
this observer is not calculating probability in the standard sense. There is an antecedent
for this kind of probability in the theory of naive Bayesian classifiers (see [36, p.310],[37,
§20.2.2]) and for this reason we refer to the observer as a naive Bayesian.
Definition 6.10. The state of belief of the naive Bayesian observer is a tuple({Pnv(Yu,t)}u∈Z,Pnv(St)) ∈ (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q . (54)
Given initial state C ∈ (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q the update equations are by definition
Pnv(Mvt = d |C) =
∑
σ,q
δδ3(σ,q)=dPnv(Y0,t = σ |C)Pnv(St = q |C) (55)
Pnv(Wrt = σ |C) =
∑
σ′,q
δδ1(σ′,q)=σPnv(Y0,t = σ
′ |C)Pnv(St = q |C) (56)
Pnv(St+1 = q |C) =
∑
σ,q′
δδ2(σ,q′)=qPnv(Y0,t = σ |C)Pnv(St = q′ |C) (57)
Pnv(Yu,t+1 = σ |C) = Pnv(Mvt = right |C)
(
δu6=−1Pnv(Yu+1,t = σ |C) (58)
+ δu=−1Pnv(Wrt = σ |C)
)
+ Pnv(Mvt = left |C)
(
δu6=1Pnv(Yu−1,t = σ |C)
+ δu=1Pnv(Wrt = σ |C)
)
.
The update function for the naive Bayesian observer is the function from (∆Σ)Z,×∆Q
to itself sending the current state (54) to the state determined by the formulas (57), (58).
Lemma 6.11. The update function for the naive Bayesian observer is ∆step.
Proof. By inspection of the formulas in Lemma 6.3.
6.3 Derivatives of Turing machines
The derivatives of a Turing machine M are numerical measures of the relative magnitude
of the change in an output (the contents of an individual tape square, or the internal
state) caused by an infinitesimal variation in one of the inputs when we run the Turing
machine for some fixed number of steps t. To make sense of these infinitesimal variations,
we take as the relevant input and output quantities the states of belief of a naive Bayesian
observer, and the derivative measures the rate of change of belief.
Recall that the Turing machine is encoded as
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• a family of proofs arelstep of linear logic (38),
• whose denotations JarelstepK are morphisms of coalgebras (39),
• from which we may extract the naive probabilistic extension ∆step of step.
In this section we relate three different views on the derivative of M : the syntactic (mean-
ing the Ehrhard-Regnier derivative of a proof in linear logic) the coalgebraic (meaning the
evaluation of a morphism of coalgebras on a primitive element) and the ordinary calculus
of the naive probability (meaning tangent maps of the function ∆step).
As explained in [11, Remark 2.2] and Corollary 4.6 the derivatives (in all three senses)
may be understood component by component, so we may restrict our attention without
loss of generality to the plain proofs
ψv : (2a+ 1) !sbool, !nbool ` sbool ,
ϕ : (2a+ 1) !sbool, !nbool ` nbool
which are the components of the proof tarelstep (see Definition 6.6). These proofs respec-
tively compute the content of the tape square in relative position v ∈ Z and the state of
the Turing machine after t time steps. As in the previous section we fix a type A and
write bool for boolA. We must v to lie between −2a− 2t− 1 and 2a + 2t + 1, but this
is not a real restriction because outside the range the tape is blank.
The denotations of the promotions of ψv, ϕ are morphisms of coalgebrasJprom(ψv)K : !JsboolK⊗2a+1 ⊗ !JnboolK −→ !JsboolK ,Jprom(ϕ)K : !JsboolK⊗2a+1 ⊗ !JnboolK −→ !JnboolK
and the naive probabilistic extensions are smooth maps
∆ψv :
(
∆Σ
)2a+1 ×∆Q −→ ∆Σ ,
∆ϕ :
(
∆Σ
)2a+1 ×∆Q −→ ∆Q .
In order to talk about the derivative of M we have to consider an infinitesimal variation
of the input data. This infinitesimal variation is made relative to some fixed initial state
of belief about the tape and state, which we denote
C =
(
x = (xu)au=−a, y) ∈ (∆Σ)[−a,a] ×∆Q .
Then ∆ψv(C),∆ϕ(C) represent the state of belief about the tape and internal state, after
t steps of the machine. Next we make an infinitesimal variation in C and observe the
infinitesimal variation this causes in ∆ψv(C) and ∆ϕ(C).
We first arbitrarily choose a symbol σ0 ∈ Σ and state q0 ∈ Q and write Σ¯ = Σ \ {σ0}
and Q¯ = Q \ {q0}. Then by Lemma 5.9 for any x ∈ ∆Σ, y ∈ ∆Q we have the following
presentation of the tangent spaces
Tx(∆Σ) ∼=
⊕
σ∈Σ¯
RBσσ0 , Ty(∆Q) ∼=
⊕
q∈Q¯
RBqq0
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where we abuse notation and write σ, q for the proofs σ, q. Here Bσσ0 denotes the “revi-
sion of belief” tangent vector which represents an infinitesimal decrease in the observer’s
probability of σ0 and increase in the probability of σ. The space of all possible variations
7
in the initial data C is therefore spanned by the Bqq0 and one copy of B
σ
σ0
for each tape
location −a+1 ≤ u ≤ b. We denote this copy by B(u)σσ0 . The infinitesimal variation that
these cause in the output ∆ψv(C),∆ϕ(C) are measured by the tangent maps
TC
(
∆ψv
)
:
a⊕
u=−a
Txu
(
∆Σ
)⊕ Ty(∆Q) −→ T∆ψv(C)(∆Σ) ,
TC
(
∆ϕ
)
:
a⊕
u=−a
Txu
(
∆Σ
)⊕ Ty(∆Q) −→ T∆ϕ(C)(∆Q) .
By Theorem 5.10 these output variations are computed by
TC(∆ψv)(B(u)
σ
σ0
) = JψvK(|∅〉Jx−aK ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∣∣JσK− Jσ0K〉JxuK ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉JxaK ⊗ |∅〉JyK) (59)
TC(∆ϕ)(B
q
q0
) = JϕK(|∅〉Jx−aK ⊗ · · · ⊗ |∅〉JxaK ⊗ ∣∣JqK− Jq0K〉JyK) . (60)
These two equations give the precise relationship between the coalgebraic derivatives of the
encodings (that is, the evaluation of the proof denotations JψvK, JϕK on primitive elements)
and the ordinary derivatives of the naive probability. We can expand the left hand sides of
these equations as vectors in the ambient spaces T∆ψv(C)(RΣ) and T∆ϕ(C)(RQ) as follows:
TC(∆ψv)(B(u)
σ
σ0
) =
∑
τ∈Σ
lim
h→0
f τψv
(
(. . . , xu + h · σ − h · σ0, . . .), y
)− f τψv(C)
h
· ∂
∂zτ
where the τ component of ∆ψv we denote by f
τ
ψv
, and similarly
TC(∆ϕ)(B
q
q0
) =
∑
s∈Q
lim
h→0
f sϕ
(
(. . . , xu, . . .), y + h · q − h · q0
)− f sϕ(C)
h
· ∂
∂zs
.
Here zτ and zs denote the coordinates on RΣ,RQ respectively. For example, if λ is the
coefficient of the basis vector ∂
∂zs
in TC(∆ϕ)(B
q
q0
) then an infinitesimal change from the
initial state of belief C of the observer, which increases the probability assigned to q by ∆h
and decreases the probability of q0 by ∆h, will cause a change of λ∆h in the probability
assigned to the state s after t steps.
Finally, let us give the relation to the symbolic derivatives, by which we mean the
derivatives of the proofs ψv, ϕ in the language of differential linear logic. We can only make
this connection in the case where all the xu and y are distributions assigning probability
1 to a single symbol or state, in which case there is a further equality of (59) withJ ∂
∂Xu
ψv(σ, x
−a, . . . , xa, y)K
− J ∂
∂Xu
ψv(σ0, x
−a, . . . , xa, y)K
7The revision of belief which increases the probability of σ′ and decreases that of σ is Bσ
′
σ0 −Bσσ0 .
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where Xu denotes the input to the proof ψv corresponds to the tape square u in relative
coordinates, and the proof ∂
∂Xu
ψv is defined as in (32). Similarly, there is a further equality
of the vectors in (60) with the difference
J ∂
∂Y
ϕ(q, x−a, . . . , xa, y)K
− J ∂
∂Y
ϕ(q0, x
−a, . . . , xa, y)K
where Y denotes the input to the proof ϕ corresponding to the state.
7 Gradient descent and Turing machines
One motivation for differentiating algorithms comes from machine learning, where a basic
problem is to minimise a loss function computed by some algorithm. To perform gradient
descent one differentiates the outputs of the algorithm with respect to some set of inputs
that one thinks of as parameters, and for this reason one restricts to numerical algorithms
for which automatic differentiation is available [12, 3]. Recurrent neural networks are
often described as differentiable algorithms; see [42, 38] and [40, §2], [41, §3.1]. Arguably,
the notion of the derivative of an algorithm is a fundamental concept of machine learning.
In this section we use our (naive) probabilistic analysis of the Ehrhard-Regnier deriva-
tive to study the old problem of synthesising Turing machines. The idea of using Turing
machines for machine learning is of course an old one, going back to Turing himself [48, 19].
Turing machine synthesis has played an important foundational role in machine learning
both theoretically [44, 26] and practically [5, 39]. In recent years there has been significant
activity in this area motivated by progress in deep learning; for a survey see [25, §6.4].
We consider the following learning problem:
Setup 7.1. A naive Bayesian observer is uncertain about the initial contents of the tape
of a Turing machine M , which is then run for some number of steps. The observer is then
told the contents of some number of squares on the tape. How should the observer vary
their belief about the initial contents of the tape in light of this information?
Let us make the problem more precise. Let U ⊆ Z denote the set of positions on the
initial tape about which the observer has some uncertainty, and suppose the machine M
is run for t steps, after which the observer is told the contents of tape squares in relative
positions V ⊆ Z. We suppose the observer is certain about the initial state qstart. The
uncertainty about the initial tape is propagated by the function
∆stept(−, qstart) : (∆Σ)Z, −→ (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q (61)
from Lemma 6.4. Let U ′ be a finite set of tape positions disjoint from U such that initially
all the tape squares not in U ∪U ′ are blank. By hypothesis the observer is certain about
the initial contents a ∈ ΣU ′ of the tape squares in U ′. Let
∆stept(−, a, qstart) : (∆Σ)U −→ (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q (62)
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denote the restriction of (61) which substitutes blanks outside of U ∪U ′ and a in U ′. We
denote the components of this map in relative tape positions V ⊆ Z by
ΠV ∆step
t(−, a, qstart) : (∆Σ)U −→ (∆Σ)V .
In this notation the problem can be restated as follows: given some initial state of belief
h0 ∈ (∆Σ)U of the observer, and information about the true contents b ∈ ΣV how should
the observer vary h0 so as to correct the discrepancy between b and
ΠV ∆step
t(h0, a, qstart) ∈ (∆Σ)V , (63)
which represents the propagation of the uncertainty about the contents of U to uncertainty
about the contents of V . A standard choice of measure for the discrepancy between two
distributions is the relative entropy:
Definition 7.2. Let Σ be a finite set and v, w ∈ ∆Σ probability distributions with wσ 6= 0
for all σ ∈ Σ. The relative entropy or Kullback-Leiblier divergence [30, §2.6] of v, w is
DKL(v ||w) =
∑
σ∈Σ
vσ ln
(
vσ
wσ
)
(64)
with the convention that p log(p
q
) = 0 if p = 0. This is a measure of the information
gained when an observer revises their beliefs from the prior distribution w to the posterior
distribution v. This quantity is non-negative and zero if and only if v = w [30, p.44]. If
v,w ∈ (∆Σ)X for some finite set X, we define
DKL(v ||w) =
∑
x∈X
DKL(vx ||wx) (65)
again under the hypothesis that wx,σ 6= 0 for all σ ∈ Σ, x ∈ X.
An observer who varies their belief h about the initial contents of the tape in order
to minimise the relative entropy between the sequence of distributions in (63) and the
sequence of symbols b is performing a form of conditional maximum likelihood estimation
[24, §5.5]. In the definition of the loss function below we also introduce a regularisation
term which biases the maximum likelihood towards sequences h that lie in ΣU ⊆ (∆Σ)U .
In defining the loss we will need to perturb a given distribution v ∈ ∆Σ, which may be
on the boundary of the simplex, to a distribution which lies in the interior. To do this we
move the point along the straight line between v and the barycenter
∑
σ∈Σ |Σ|−1σ. This
is a standard trick in machine learning; see for example [50].
Definition 7.3. Given a finite set Σ and 0 < µ < 1 define
εµ : ∆Σ −→ ∆Σ ,∑
σ∈Σ
vσ · σ 7→
∑
σ∈Σ
(
(1− µ)vσ + µ|Σ|−1
) · σ .
Clearly if v ∈ ∆Σ then εµ(v)σ 6= 0 for all σ. If v ∈ (∆Σ)X for some finite set X, we define
εµ(v) = (εµ(vx))x∈X ∈ (∆Σ)X .
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In the rest of this section we fix disjoint finite sets U,U ′ ⊆ Z.
Definition 7.4. A dataset is a finite set D of tuples of the form (a,b, V, t) where V ⊆ Z
is finite and nonempty, a ∈ ΣU ′ , b ∈ ΣV and t ≥ 1.
Definition 7.5. The loss function associated to a dataset D is the smooth map
Lλ,µD : (∆Σ)
U −→ R
Lλ,µD (h) =
∑
(a,b,V,t)∈D
DKL
(
b
∣∣∣∣ εµΠV ∆stept(h, a, qstart))+ λR(h)
where 0 < λ, µ < 1 are parameters and R is a regularisation term
R(h) =
∑
u∈U
∑
σ∈Σ
h2u,σ(1− hu,σ)2 . (66)
Usually we drop the parameters from the notation and write LD(h) for the loss.
Remark 7.6. Consider the modified form of the learning problem in Setup 7.1 where the
observer is also told the final state of the machine. An extended dataset is a finite set of
tuples (a,b, V, t, q) where the first four entries are as before, and q ∈ Q is a state. If we
denote by Πstate∆step
t(−, a, qstart) ∈ ∆Q the state component of (61) then we modify the
loss function by adding a term
DKL(q || εµΠstate∆stept(h, a, qstart)
)
for each tuple in the extended dataset.
The biased maximum likelihood estimator for h given a dataset D is
h∗ = argmin
h
lim
µ→0
Lλ,µD (h) . (67)
The standard way to search for the value h∗ is to begin with some initial state of belief h0
and use gradient descent [24, §4.3] or stochastic gradient descent if D is large [24, §5.9].
We use the metric induced by the embedding ∆Σ ⊆ RΣ and define ∇LD to be the vector
field on (∆Σ)U dual to the exterior derivative d(LD). This is easiest to describe in the
case where Σ = {σ1, σ0}, where we may choose a coordinate
[0, 1]
∼= // ∆Σ ,
cu 7→ cu · σ1 + (1− cu) · σ0
for the copy of ∆Σ in relative position u ∈ U . Then
∇LD(h) =
(
∂LD
∂cu
∣∣∣
h
)
u∈U
.
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Definition 7.7. The gradient descent flow with initial condition h0 ∈ (∆Σ)U generated
by D is the flow generated by the vector field −∇LD , see [9, Ch. IV, Definition 3.11].
Remark 7.8. Let us assume for the moment that Σ = {0, 1} so that the loss is defined on
(∆{0, 1})U ∼= [0, 1]U . The defining feature of the vector field ∇LD is that the coordinate
cu corresponding to the uth bit is effectively scaled by the degree to which it is used in the
algorithm M , where the degree has the meaning explained in Setup 4.2. In particular,
the gradient flow will tend to prioritise bits which are used more often; we give a concrete
example of this in Section 7.2 and Section 7.3. This is typical of linear logic.
7.1 Universal Turing machines
Consider an observer of a repetitive process that generates a sequence of outputs y from
a sequence of inputs x. The assumption that this process is computable is a strong prior
which implies that for any Universal Turing Machine U there exists a code h ∈ {0, 1}∗
describing a Turing machine M with M(x) = y for all observed input-output pairs (x, y).
Determining this code h is the problem of inductive inference [44, 23, 6].
Once a UTM U has been fixed the uncertainty is only about which Turing machine is
being simulated, and an approach by maximum likelihood estimation is available once we
decide how to propagate the observer’s uncertainty about the code h to uncertainty about
the outputs U(h, x) of the UTM. Propagating uncertainty using standard probability leads
to an algorithm for finding h by gradient descent which has (per gradient descent step)
exponential time complexity as a function of the code length |h|. We now approach the
problem using naive probability as a special case of Setup 7.1. The corresponding gradient
descent has polynomial time complexity per step (Proposition 7.15).
We will need an upper bound on the time needed for the UTM to simulate a Turing
machine to the point of halting (if it halts) and for this it is convenient to adopt a multi-
tape model of the UTM, as given in [2, Theorem 1.9]. Consequently we will adopt the
conventions of [2, §1.4.1] and take our UTM, which we denote U , to have tape alphabet8
Σ = {,B, 0, 1} with a total of five tapes, as shown in Figure 1.
These tapes are used, respectively, to store the input, simulate a given Turing machine
M ’s work tape, to store the description code of M , to store an encoded version of the
current state of M , and to simulate the output tape of M . The heads of all the tapes are
initially at the leftmost position, containing B. We allow the UTM to choose at each time
step to move the head left, right or not at all, and since we are also using an extended
tape alphabet and a multi-tape machine, for our encoding of the step function of U as a
linear logic proof we use the extensions of [11, Appendix A]. The material in the previous
8We chose in Section 5 a bijection of Σ with {0, 1, 2, 3} in order to represent elements of the tape
alphabet as proofs, and we assumed that under this bijection  is sent to 0. Since 0 also appears
explicitly in the tape alphabet, there is the possibility for confusion. To forestall this, let us remark that
our chosen bijection is (B,, 0, 1) = (0, 1, 2, 3) and note that in this section any 0 which appears denotes
the tape alphabet symbol, which is represented in linear logic as the proof 2 of 4boolA for some A.
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Input tape B 0 0 1 1 ⇤0 ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
B 0 1 ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤Output tape ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
Simulation of M ’s work tape
Description of M
Current state of M
Figure 1: Depiction of the tapes of U .
sections defines in the same way the naive probabilistic extension
∆step :
[
(∆Σ)Z,
]5
×∆Q −→
[
(∆Σ)Z,
]5
×∆Q
where we have one copy of (∆Σ)Z, for each tape. In the context of the learning problem,
the relative tape locations U,U ′, V are now subsets of the disjoint union
Zinput unionsq Zwork unionsq Zdesc unionsq Zstate unionsq Zoutput
of five copies of Z, one for each tape. In fact, as we will detail below, U is always a subset
of Zdesc, U ′ is a subset of Zinput and V is a subset of Zstate unionsq Zoutput.
Definition 7.9. Given a Turing machine M let c(M) ∈ {0, 1}∗ denote the code for U .
We can choose U such that if M halts on input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ within T steps then U
on input (c(M), x) halts within Cf(T ) steps where C is a constant independent of |x|
and depending only on the alphabet size of M , its number of tapes and number of states,
and f : N −→ N is a fixed increasing function [2, Theorem 1.9]. For simplicity we will
assume without loss of generality [2, Claim 1.5, 1.6] that all the Turing machines that we
will simulate have one work tape (in addition to a read-only input tape, and the output
tape) and the same alphabet Σ as U (but we allow the number of states to vary), in which
case f(T ) = T will do and C is a function only of the number of states. We assume that
in the encoding chosen for the states of a Turing machine, qhalt is encoded as the same
binary string c(qhalt) for every Turing machine with the same number of states.
9 Thus
9We do not need to assume as in [2, §1.4] that every sequence is the code for a Turing machine, but
we assume that if c ∈ {0, 1}∗ is invalid, the UTM halts with an empty output tape. We also assume that
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the transition function of M is of the form
δM : Σ
3 ×QM −→ Σ2 ×QM × {left, right, stay}3 (68)
where QM depends on M but Σ is fixed.
We consider the following class of learning problems:
Definition 7.10. A family of prefix equations is a finite set E of tuples of the form
(x, y, t) ∈ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × N
where x, y are nonempty binary strings and t > 0. A solution to E is a Turing machine
M such that for all (x, y, t) ∈ E when M is initialised on input x it halts in at most t
steps with y as the initial segment on its output tape, and with the head on the output
tape at the initial position (i.e. the unique square containing B). We allow there to be
other non-blank squares on the output tape.
Our aim is to take a family of prefix equations E and formulate the search for solutions
as a gradient descent problem. In order to simulate a Turing machine M for t steps, we
will need to run U for at least Ct steps, where C depends on the number of states s = |QM |
of M . Since the number of steps we will run the UTM forms part of the training data,
this means our learning problems are also parametrised by the number of states s.
The region U is supposed to be an initial portion of the tape of U which stores the
description c(M) of the Turing machine. We have to specify how much of this tape to use
so our problem is in principle also parametrised over description lengths. However, we can
describe the length of c(M) in terms of s as follows. Any state in Q can be encoded using
blog(s)c bits, and the number of tuples in the transition function δM is |Σ|3|QM | = 43s.
Stored in the standard way (see e.g. [32, §7.2]) the description c(M) therefore has length
a := 43s(9 + 2blog(s)c) (69)
Throughout this section a = a(s) denotes this function of s.
Definition 7.11. The extended dataset D(E , s) associated to a family of prefix equations
E and number of states s is defined as follows. We set
U = {1, . . . , a} ⊆ Zdesc
U ′ = {1, . . . , max
(x,y,t)∈E
|x|} ⊆ Zinput .
For each tuple (x, y, t) in E we add the tuple (a,b, V, T, qhalt) to D(E , s), where:
our Turing machines (including U) having special states qstart and qhalt, that all machines are initialised
in the state qstart and that valid machines in state qhalt only print the symbol they are reading and do
not move the head. We use B to recognise the beginning of the tape, so any Turing machine which has
a tuple printing B is considered invalid. We assume that once U has scanned the description of M and
found that it has halted, it updates the fourth tape to write the encoding c(qhalt), moves the head of the
fourth tape to the original position containing B, and halts.
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• a = x
• V = Vstate ∪ Voutput where
Vstate = {0, 1, . . . , |c(qhalt)|} ⊆ Zstate ,
Voutput = {0, 1, . . . , |y|} ⊆ Zoutput .
• b is made up of a string bstate and a string boutput, where
bstate = Bc(qhalt)
boutput = By .
• T is Ct, where C = C(s) depends on s.
Definition 7.12. The loss function of the pair (E , s) is the smooth map
LEs := LD(E ,s) : (∆{0, 1})a −→ R
associated to the extended dataset D(E , s). More explicitly
LEs (h) =
∑
(x,y,t)∈E
DKL
(
B c(qhalt)
∣∣∣∣ εµΠVstate∆stepCt(h, x, qstart))
+
∑
(x,y,t)∈E
DKL
(
B y
∣∣∣∣ εµΠVoutput∆stepCt(h, x, qstart)) (70)
+
∑
(x,y,t)∈E
DKL
(
qhalt
∣∣∣∣ εµΠstate∆stepCt(h, x, qstart))+ λR(h) .
Roughly speaking a Turing machine M is a solution of E if and only if it is a zero of
the loss function LEs . However, this cannot be precisely true, because the definition of the
loss involves a parameter µ which moves points (such as c(M)) away from the boundary
of the simplex. The precise reformulation of this statement is instead:
Theorem 7.13. Let M be a Turing machine with s states. Then M is a solution of the
system of prefix equations E if and only if
lim
µ→0
LEs (c(M)) = 0 .
If M is not a solution, then limµ→0 LEs (c(M)) =∞.
Proof. In the special case where h = c(M) ∈ ΣU is a sequence of tape symbols the
regularisation term in the loss vanishes, and we also have by commutativity of (50)
∆stepCt(h, x, qstart) = step
Ct(h, x, qstart) ∈ ΣZ, ×Q .
By construction M is a solution if and only if for every (x, y, t) ∈ E ,
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• Bc(qhalt) = ΠVstatestepCt(c(M), x, qstart) in Σ∗, and
• By = ΠVoutputstepCt(c(M), x, qstart) in Σ∗, and
• qhalt = ΠstatestepCt(c(M), x, qstart) in Q.
Hence the claim follows from the fact that for σ, τ ∈ Σ (and similarly for Q),
lim
µ→0
DKL(τ || εµ(σ)) =
{
∞ σ 6= τ
0 σ = τ
and from the fact that the summands in the loss are all non-negative.
Corollary 7.14. We have limµ→0 LEs (h) = 0 if and only if h is the code of a Turing
machine M with s states which is a solution of E .
Proof. Suppose h ∈ (∆Σ)a has limµ→0 LEs (h) = 0. Then considering the regularisation
term we see that h ∈ Σa. If this were not the code of a valid Turing machine, then by
hypothesis U halts on h with an empty output tape. Since the y’s appearing in E are all
nonempty, this would force limµ→0 LEs (h) = ∞. So h = c(M) for some Turing machine
M , and then the vanishing of the limit implies that it is a solution.
We have defined a family of manifolds with corners and vector fields
Ms = (∆{0, 1})a ∼= [0, 1]a
∇LEs ∈ Γ(Ms, TMs) .
By the theorem, flow along −∇LEs will locally diverge from vertices representing codes
of Turing machines that are not solutions, and locally converge to vertices that represent
solutions. The loss LEs at a point h ∈Ms is computed from the function
ΠV ∆step
t(h,−, qstart) : ΣU ′ −→ (∆Σ)V . (71)
While the inputs to this function are binary sequences the outputs are in general sequences
of distributions, because of the uncertainty in the code h. In the language of Section 6.3
we can view (71) as the result of applying time evolution to a dynamical system, namely,
the naive Bayesian observer of the operation of U who has some initial uncertainty about
the contents of the description tape, and thus uncertainty about which Turing machine M
is being simulated. If h = c(M) ∈ {0, 1}a has no uncertainty, the naive Bayesian observer
(as a dynamical system) is indistinguishable by (50) from the UTM itself simulating the
machine with code h. However, for general h, at every stage of the operation of U where
the UTM scans the description tape to decide what operation to execute, additional
uncertainty will be introduced. From the frequentist point of view (71) is the operation
for t steps of a probabilistic deformation of U which, upon consulting the description tape,
samples from the various distributions and acts according to the results of these samples
(keeping in mind the unusual probabilistic semantics described in Section 5.1).
We conclude this section with an analysis of the time complexity of evaluating the loss
function LEs as a function of the number of states s.
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Proposition 7.15. Given a fixed system of prefix equations E and assuming floating point
operations and logarithms have time complexity O(1) and that h ∈ [0, 1]a is represented
by a list of a floating point numbers, the time complexity with respect to the number of
states s of evaluating LEs (h) is O(s
2 log(s)2).
Proof. First we need to calculate a bound on C = C(s). This is standard, but for lack
of a reference we give the calculation using the UTM sketched in [2, §1.4.1] with various
details filled in following Minsky [32, §7.1] with the obvious changes (for example Minsky’s
machines have tape alphabet {0, 1} while ours effectively have alphabet {, 0, 1}). We
assume the description code c(M) is as in [32, §7.2]. To simulate each step of M the UTM
begins with the heads on the description tape (tape three) and state tape (tape four) in
their original positions; it then executes a locate phase and a copy phase.
In the locate phase, the UTM moves the head of the description tape to the right,
comparing the 3-tuple of symbols on input, work and output tapes with the corresponding
entries in each tuple on the description tape, and comparing bitwise the encoded state with
the contents of the state tape. Locating the correct tuple takes at most a + 43sblog(s)c
steps10. After this tuple is found the UTM writes symbols to the work and output tapes,
and then enters the copy phase, during which it copies the state encoded in the located
tuple onto the state tape. This takes at most 2 + 2blog(s)c steps including the time to
rewind the head on the state tape. Finally it needs 3 steps to read the three directions and
move the input, work and output tapes. At this point the UTM has finished simulating
the given time step of M and it just needs a additional steps to rewind the head on the
description tape to be back in its standard state. In total the UTM needs at most
C(s) := 5 + 2a+ (43s+ 2)blog(s)c
steps to simulate each step of M . This is O(s log(s)).
For evaluating LEs (h) we assume given a machine which performs floating point oper-
ations and logarithms in constant time, and that has constant time random access to a
sufficiently large memory. We call this machine the processor. Set tmax = max(x,y,t)∈E t
and Tmax = C(s)tmax. Considering the form of (70) it suffices to find the time complexity
of the processor evaluating ∆stepTmax(h, x, qstart) using the update rules of Definition 6.10.
To update the distributions for Mv,Wr, S is O(1) and we have to perform the calculation
in (58) for every tape square adjacent to a non-blank square. Initially there are at most
E := max
(x,y,t)∈E
|x|+ a+ blog(s)c
non-blank tape squares, and in each time step at most two additional squares are written
to, so over Tmax time steps we have at most E + 2Tmax non-blank squares and thus per
time step of the UTM updating all the Yu requires at most 4|Σ|(E + 2Tmax) time steps of
the processor. This shows the time complexity of the processor simulating each time step
10We use a steps to scan each square of the description tape, plus blog(s)c steps per tuple to rewind
the head of the state tape to its original position after the bitwise comparison.
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of the UTM is O(s log(s)). Since the number of time steps is O(s log(s)), this proves that
the time complexity of the processor evaluating LEs (h) is O(s
2 log(s)2).
Remark 7.16. We have described an approach to inductive inference based on gradient
descent and the naive probabilistic extension of the step function of a UTM. Propagating
naive probability provides a continuous relaxation of the discrete step function (the for-
mulas are given in Section 6.2) so this is an instance of a well-known strategy: attempting
to solve a discrete optimisation problem by continuous relaxation [1, §2].
There are other continuous relaxations of discrete algorithms being used for gradi-
ent descent in the recent literature on program synthesis: in [20] the authors describe a
continuous relaxation defined by propagating uncertainty through computational graphs
using a Forward Marginals Gradient Descent (FMGD) approximation [20, p.15] which is
(somewhat remarkably) identical to the conditional independence assumption that arises
naturally from the semantics of linear logic, and which we have called here “naive proba-
bility”. However in the end the details of how uncertainty is propagated through Turing
machines [20, §B.1] differs from the naive probabilistic extension ∆step, and so our syn-
thesis process also differs from theirs.
Another example is [18] which introduces differentiable inductive logic programming
via a continuous relaxation of the forward chaining algorithm of logic programming, once
again based on propagating uncertainty. The principal choice made in defining this prop-
agation is the use of multiplication xy of variables x, y as the continuous relaxation of
logical conjunction x ∧ y [18, 4.5.1]. This choice of relaxation is “correct” from the point
of view of linear logic, as it corresponds to viewing tensor products as the linear form
of conjunction. This is ultimately the source of the multiplications appearing in the for-
mulas of Lemma 6.3 and Definition 6.10 defining the naive probabilistic extension. The
semantics of differential linear logic therefore provides a principled justification for some
of the features of these continuous relaxations that otherwise appear ad hoc.
7.2 The shift machine
In the previous section we considered a rather complicated example of the gradient descent
flow of Definition 7.7. In this section we consider instead a minimal example, which still
exhibits some of the key features. The Turing machine M has alphabet and states
Σ = {, A,B, 0, . . . , 9}
Q = {qstart, qhalt, goR, goLA, goLB} .
This is a single tape Turing machine, with “stay” as an allowed head movement. We give
the transition function δ formally below, but informally when M is initialised on a tape
of the following form (the underline indicates head position)
nB A B B A B A B (72)
it will move the string of A’s and B’s leftwards by n steps, filling in the right hand end of
the string with A’s so that the string length is invariant. We refer to n as as the counter
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and the string of A’s and B’s as the input string. For instance, if the machine is initialised
in the above state with n = 2 the tape will eventually read
 0 B B A B A B A A .
Once the counter reaches zero, the machine halts. The rules are:
δ(σ, qhalt) = (σ, qhalt, stay)
δ(n, qstart) = (n− 1, goR, right) 0 < n ≤ 9
δ(0, qstart) = (0, qhalt, stay)
δ(A, q) = (A, goR, right)
δ(B, q) = (B, goR, right)
δ(, goR) = (, goLA, left)
δ(i, goLj) = (j, goLi, left) i, j ∈ {A,B}
δ(n, goLi) = (n− 1, goR, right) i ∈ {A,B}, 1 < n ≤ 9
δ(1, goLi) = (0, qhalt, stay) i ∈ {A,B}
We suppose that our naive Bayesian observer is uncertain about whether the counter is
initially 0 or 2, and also about whether the first symbol of the input string is A or B.
The observer’s state of knowledge is therefore represented by distributions
vcounter := (1− h) · 0 + h · 2 ∈ ∆{0, 2} ,
vstring := (1− k) ·B + k · A ∈ ∆{A,B} .
In the context of gradient descent our weight vector is therefore
(vcounter, vstring) ∈ ∆{0, 2} ×∆{A,B} ,
which we identify in the obvious way with the point h = (h, k) ∈ [0, 1]2. In our examples
below we also assume the input string has length 3, so the initial state of the tape is
 vcounter vstring a2 a3 (73)
where ai ∈ {A,B} and we write {aj, a¯j} = {A,B}. Suppose now the observer is told
that that the machine eventually halts with the first square of the input string equal to
A. With U = {0, 1}, U ′ = {2, 3} the dataset is D = {(a,b, V, t)} with
V = {1} ,
a = (a2, a3) ∈ (∆{A,B}){2,3} ,
b = A ∈ (∆{A,B})V ,
and t sufficiently large that the machine has finished modifying the input string and halted
with the head on the counter. The loss LD(h) associated to this dataset is computed as
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follows. The naive probability distribution which describes the first character of the input
string when the machine has halted is
S := (1− h)2(1− k) ·B + (1− h)2k · A+
3∑
i=2
(
2
i− 1
)
hi−1(1− h)3−i · ai .
Define SA, SB by S = SA · A+ SB ·B. Then11
LD(h, k) = DKL(A ||S) + λR = − ln(SA) + λR .
In the following examples we consider various initial values of the pair (a2, a3) and look
at the induced gradient descent path on the coordinates (h, k) ∈ [0, 1]2 assuming that
initially h = k are equal and small. This encodes the situation where the naive Bayesian
observer is originally close to certain both that the counter is 0 and that the first symbol
of the input string is a B. They must revise this belief in light of the information in D .
Example 7.17. Suppose (a2, a3) = (A,A). Then
S =
[
1− (1− h)2(1− k)
]
· A+ (1− h)2(1− k) ·B
LD = − ln
(
1− (1− h)2(1− k))+ λR .
With h on the horizontal axis and λ = 2, a representative set of flows along −∇LD is given
in Figure 2. The paths beginning with h, k both small all converge to (1, 0), representing a
revision of belief in favour of the counter being originally a 2, while leaving the belief that
the input string began with an A unchanged. We can contrast this with the probability
distribution for the first symbol of the input string calculated by an observer using the
normal rules of Bayesian probability:
Sstd = (1− h) [(1− k) ·B + k · A] + h · A
=
[
(1− h)k + h] · A+ (1− h)(1− k) ·B .
If we were to compute the loss with this distribution instead, we obtain
LD = − ln(1− (1− h)(1− k)) + λR .
The gradient descent path beginning at (0.05, 0.05) is simply a straight line to the upper
right hand corner: the observer using standard probability therefore assigns causality to
both the counter and first input string symbol, and changes both of them.
Example 7.18. Suppose (a2, a3) = (A,B). Then
S =
[
(1− h)2k + 2h(1− h)
]
· A+
[
(1− h)2(1− k) + h2
]
·B .
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Figure 2: Gradient descent flowlines for Example 7.17.
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Figure 3: Gradient descent flowlines for Example 7.18.
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With the same conventions as before, the flows of −∇LD are given in Figure 3. Note that
when h, k are initially small, the observer will begin by revising their belief in favour of
the original value of the counter n being a 2, even though this is not a valid explanation
of the final state of the machine (since a3 = B). This strange behaviour is caused by the
term h2 · B being initially too small to affect the flow; however once h grows sufficiently
large this term drives the flow to the top left.
7.3 Naive causality
We observed in Example 7.17 that, given an error in the output and two possible expla-
nations the naive Bayesian observer selected a single cause while the standard observer
selected both causes, in the sense that the gradient descent flow following the naive and
standard vector fields led to flipping either just for the bit for the counter (in the naive
case) or both the counter and the input string (in the standard case). In this section we
make this into a general point, assuming the following very simple situation:
(a) Suppose D = {(a,b, V, t)} where V = {v} is a single output location.
(b) We only consider binary input and output distributions, or more formally, we only
consider distributions h of the form (writing n = |U |)
h =
(
(1− h1) · σ10 + h1 · σ11, . . . , (1− hn) · σu0 + hn · σn1
) ∈ (∆Σ)U ,
where {σi0, σi1} is the same set of two symbols for each i, and we assume that for all
such distributions ΠV ∆step
t(h, a, qstart) lies in ∆{λ0, λ1} for some symbols λ0, λ1.
(c) With σ0 = (σ
1
0, . . . , σ
n
0 ) ∈ ΣU we assume that for all σ ∈ ΣU
ΠV ∆step
t(σ, a, qstart) =
{
λ0 σ = σ0
λ1 otherwise
(d) b assigns probability 1 to λ1 ∈ Σ.
The observer is told that the correct output is λ1 and that flipping any subset of bits of
his initial belief in σ0 will bring his predicted output into line with this new information.
The question answered by gradient descent is: which bits to flip? As Example 7.17 above
shows, if hypothesis (c) does not hold then the dynamics of the gradient descent can be
more complicated than what we describe below.
Under standard probability the loss is
LstdD = − ln
[
1−
n∏
i=1
(1− hi)
]
+ λR .
11In principle we should compute the relative entropy using εµ(S) which would introduce some small
probability that the tape symbol is blank or an integer. To avoid the unnecessary complexity this
introduces, we implicitly assume throughout that SA is nonzero and take the µ→ 0 limit.
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If we assume that initially h0 has all coordinates equal to h then
∂LstdD
∂hj
=
−(1− h)n−1
1− (1− h)n + λ
∂R
∂hj
.
The gradient descent will increase all coordinates by the same amount, so we will eventu-
ally reach the vertex of [0, 1]U where all coordinates are set to one: that is, the observer
flips all the bits. We contrast this to the naive probability
LD = − ln
[
1−
n∏
i=1
(1− hi)ni
]
+ λR .
Supposing again that h0 has all coordinates equal to h, and writing N =
∑n
i=1 ni,
∂LD
∂hj
=
−nj(1− h)N−1
1− (1− h)N + λ
∂R
∂hj
.
The coordinates with high nj will tend to increase fastest, and so the gradient vector field
will converge to a point where coordinates with high degree are set to 1. Thus the naive
observer preferentially flips bits with high degree.
A Properties of naive probability
The definition of the naive probabilistic extension given in Proposition 5.3 extends in a
natural way to component-wise plain proofs:
Corollary A.1. Suppose given a proof
ψ : !A1, . . . , !Ar ` !B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ !Bs
which is component-wise plain, and that for each plain component ψj of ψ we are given a
proof pij from which ψj may be constructed as in Setup 4.2. The Ai-degree of ψj in this
construction we denote by nji . Moreover, suppose that
• Pi is a finite set of proofs of Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
• Qj is a finite set of proofs of Bj for 1 ≤ j ≤ s,
• such that, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, there is an inclusion{
pij(X1, . . . , Xr) |Xi ∈ Pn
j
i
i
}
⊆ Qj ,
• and for 1 ≤ j ≤ s the indexed set {JνK}ν∈Qj is linearly independent in JBjK.
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Then there is a unique function
∆ψ :
r∏
i=1
∆Pi −→
s∏
j=1
∆Qj
which makes the diagram
⊗r
i=1 !JAiK JψK //⊗sj=1 !JBjK
∏r
i=1 ∆Pi
ι
OO
∆ψ
//
∏s
j=1 ∆Qj
ι
OO
commute.
Proof. Since ψ is component-wise plain the denotation JψK may be constructed from the
denotations of its components ψj : !A1, . . . , !Ar ` Bj by the diagram
⊗r
i=1 !JAiK ⊗i∆s−1 // [⊗ri=1 !JAiK]⊗s ⊗i promJψjK //⊗sj=1 !JBjK
which sends
r⊗
i=1
|∅〉ζi 7−→
s⊗
j=1
|∅〉JψjK(⊗ri=1|∅〉ζi) .
Now the conclusion follows by applying Proposition 5.3 to each ψj. The uniqueness is a
consequence of Lemma 5.2, which shows the right hand vertical map is injective.
Definition A.2. We refer to ∆ψ as the naive probabilistic extension of ψ.
Remark A.3. By construction the diagram
⊗r
i=1 !JAiK JψK //⊗sj=1 !JBjK wj // JBjK
∏r
i=1 ∆Pi
ι
OO
∆ψ
//
∏s
j=1 ∆Qj
ι
OO
projj
// ∆Qj
J−K
OO
commutes, where wj is the tensor product of the dereliction map !JBjK −→ JBjK with the
counits !JBiK −→ k for all i 6= j, and projj is the jth projection. Since the top row is the
denotation JψjK of the jth plain component of ψ, this shows that
projj ◦∆ψ = ∆ψj .
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Remark A.4. It is easy to see that the diagram∏r
i=1 ∆Pi
∆ψ
//
∏s
j=1 ∆Qj
∏r
i=1Pi
inc
OO
ψ
//
∏s
j=1Qj
inc
OO
commutes.
Lemma A.5. Suppose given two component-wise plain proofs
ψ : !A1, . . . , !Ar ` !B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ !Bs ,
φ : !B1, . . . , !Bs ` !C1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ !Ct .
and let φ |ψ denote their cut [11, Proposition 3.6]. This proof is component-wise plain
and ∆(φ |ψ) = ∆(φ) ◦∆(ψ).
Proof. First we have to explain precisely what we mean by the naive probabilistic exten-
sion of φ |ψ, since this depends on choices of sets of proofs. By definition the two squares
in the diagram ⊗r
i=1 !JAiK JψK //⊗sj=1 !JBjK JφK //⊗tk=1 !JCkK
∏r
i=1 ∆Pi
ι
OO
∆ψ
//
∏s
j=1 ∆Qj
ι
OO
∆φ
//
∏t
k=1 ∆Rk
ι
OO
commute, where the Rk are the chosen proofs of Ck. By [11, Proposition 3.6] the cut
φ |ψ is component-wise plain, and the proof of that lemma shows furthermore that the
components of the cut are plain proofs
(φ |ψ)k : s !A1, . . . , s !Ar ` Ck .
which may be constructed as in Setup 4.2 from proofs pik with Ai-degrees m
k
i such that{
pik(X1, . . . , Xr) |Xi ∈ Pm
k
i
i
}
⊆ Rk
holds for each k. Hence ∆(φ |ψ) exists and by uniqueness it must be equal to ∆φ◦∆ψ.
B Standard probability
We defined the naive probabilistic extension of ψ using the naive encoding ι of probability
distributions over input proofs (Definition 5.1). In this section we study the standard
encoding, that is, the first vector in (23).
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Definition B.1. Given A1, . . . , Ar and for each i a finite set of proofs Pi of Ai, define
ιstd : ∆
(P1 × · · · × Pr) −→ !JA1K⊗ · · · ⊗ !JArK
ιstd(v) =
∑
ρ1∈P1
· · ·
∑
ρr∈Pr
v(ρ1,...,ρr)
r⊗
i=1
|∅〉JρiK .
Lemma B.2. If for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r the denotation map Pi −→ JAiK is injective, then ιstd is
also injective.
Proof. It suffices to show that the vectors Wρ =
⊗r
i=1|∅〉Jρ1K are linearly independent, as
ρ ranges over
∏r
i=1Pi. But these are distinct group-like elements by [11, §2.3] and the
hypothesis, so this follows from [45, Proposition 3.2.1(b)].
The following setup differs from that in Corollary A.1. We suppose given a proof
ψ : !A1, . . . , !Ar ` !B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ !Bs
which need not be component-wise plain, and suppose that
• Pi is a finite set of proofs of Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
• Qj is a finite set of proofs of Bj for 1 ≤ j ≤ s,
• such that there is an inclusion{
ψ(x1, . . . , xr) |xi ∈ Pi
}
⊆
s∏
j=1
Qj ,
• and for 1 ≤ j ≤ s the denotation map Qj −→ JBjK is injective.
Then by Lemma B.2 there is a unique ∆stdψ making the top square in the diagram
⊗r
i=1 !JAiK JψK //⊗sj=1 !JBjK
∆
∏r
i=1Pi
ιstd
OO
∆stdψ
// ∆
∏s
j=1Qj
ιstd
OO
Moreover, it is easy to see that the function ∆stdψ is given by
∆stdψ(v) =
∑
τ1∈Q1
· · ·
∑
τs∈Qs
∑
ρ s.t.
ψ(ρ)=τ
vρ · (τ1, . . . , τs) .
We call this the standard probabilistic extension of ψ.
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C Boolstep versus relstep
In the main text the encoding relstep of [11, §5.1] is used to define the naive probabilistic
extension of the step function. This encoding takes as input a sequence of booleans and
returns a sequence of booleans. A second encoding boolstep of this kind was given in [11,
§4.2], and in this appendix we show that the naive probabilistic extensions associated to
these two encodings are the same.
C.1 The boolstep encoding
First we recall how the boolstep encoding is derived from the encoding of the step function
which uses binary integers or more general s-lists. The aim is to give enough detail that
the reader can swap in the boolstep encoding in place of the relstep encoding throughout
Section 6. The notation is as in Section 6.1, so that s = |Σ| and n = |Q| and we fix a
Turing machine M with transition function δ. For any type A there is a proof
step
A
: TurAs+1 ` TurA
which encodes the step function [11, Appendix A.2], where
TurA = !slistA ⊗ !slistA ⊗ !nboolA .
For the definition of the type listA see [11, Definition A.2].
The algorithm boolstep can be described informally as follows. Given a, b, c, d, t ≥ 1 a
sequence of s-booleans of length a+b can be concatenated into a pair of s-lists representing
the left part of the tape (of length a) and the right part of the tape (of length b). Together
with the initial state this gives a proof of Tur which may be fed as input to the cut of t
copies of step. The resulting proof of Tur may be input into a proof which reads off the
c squares on the left part of the tape closest to the tape head, and the d squares of the
right part of the tape closest to the tape head. This yields a proof [11, Definition 4.27]
tboolstepa,b,c,d
A
: (a+ b) !sboolB, !nboolB `
(
!sboolA
)⊗c+d ⊗ !nboolA (74)
for some power B = Ag(c,d,t) such that
tboolstepa,b,c,d
A
(σ−a+1, . . . , σb, q) = (τ−c+1, . . . , τd, q′)
if and only if the Turing machine M initialised in state q and with tape
. . . ,, σ−a+1, . . . , σ0, σ1, . . . , σb,, . . .
with the underline indicating the position of the head, when run for t steps is in state q′
and the contents of the tape in relative positions [−c+ 1, d] are
τ−c+1 , . . . , τ0 , τ1 , . . . , τd .
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These proofs are component-wise plain and so the denotations are morphisms of coalgebras
!JsboolBK⊗a+b ⊗ !JnboolBK −→ !JsboolAK⊗c+d ⊗ !JnboolAK . (75)
With Ptape and Pstate being defined as in (40),(41) we have (by Corollary A.1) that the
naive probabilistic extension ∆tboolstepa,b,c,d
A
is the unique function making the diagram
!JsboolBK⊗a+b ⊗ !JnboolBK Jtboolstepa,b,c,dA K // !JsboolAK⊗c+d ⊗ !JnboolAK
(∆Σ)a × (∆Σ)b ×∆Q
ι
OO
∆tboolstepa,b,c,d
A
// (∆Σ)c × (∆Σ)d ×∆Q
ι
OO
commute, where ι is from Definition 5.1. In principle we know how to calculate this naive
probabilistic extension, because we know the denotation of step
A
from [11, Lemma 4.19].
However, there is a subtlety: in order to make use of this calculation from [11] we have
to arrange that the basetype A has dimJAK sufficiently large that all the binary integers
involved in computing JboolstepK from JstepK are linearly independent. However, taking
dimJAK sufficiently large we can explicitly compute ∆tboolstepa,b,c,d
A
and thereby show
that it gives rise to the same naive probabilistic extension of the step function as relstep.
This is the main result of this appendix, and occurs as Corollary C.8.
C.2 The naive probabilistic extension of step
We denote by δ our Turing machine, by Σ the tape alphabet and by Q the set of states.
We set s = |Σ| and n = |Q|. Associated to δ is the string step function
strstep : Σ∗ × Σ∗ ×Q −→ Σ∗ × Σ∗ ×Q
which is defined as follows: if S ∈ Σ∗ is the string on the left hand part of the tape (the
rightmost symbol in S being the symbol under the tape head) and T ∈ Σ∗ is the reversal
of the string on the right hand part of the tape (so the rightmost symbol in T is adjacent
to the tape head) and q ∈ Q is the internal state of the Turing machine defined by δ,
then after one time step the Turing machine is in configuration step(S, T, q). In [11] this
version of the step function is denoted δstep rather than δstrstep, but in this paper the
former notation denotes instead the map in (35). This function is encoded by the proof
step
A
: TurA3 ` TurA .
Next we discuss the naive probabilistic extension of this proof. To define a naive proba-
bilistic extension we need to fix finite sets of input proofs and output proofs, which means
we need to bound the lengths of the sequences involved.
With S, T ∈ Σ∗ and q ∈ Q suppose (S ′, T ′, q′) = strstep(S, T, q). Then the lengths
satisfy |S ′| ≤ |S|+ 1 and |T ′| ≤ |T |+ 1, and so we may define:
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Definition C.1. For a, b ≥ 1 let strstepm,n denote the unique function making
Σ∗ × Σ∗ ×Q strstep // Σ∗ × Σ∗ ×Q
Σ≤a × Σ≤b ×Q
OO
strstepa,b
// Σ≤a+1 × Σ≤b+1 ×Q
OO
(76)
commute, where the vertical maps are the inclusions and Σ≤a = ∪k≤aΣk.
The idea is to restrict step to inputs (S, T, q) where |S| ≤ a and |T | ≤ b and then apply
Corollary A.1 to define the corresponding naive probabilistic extension. This restriction
is done formally by using the following sets of proofs:
P1 =
{
SA3}S∈Σ≤a Q1 =
{
SA}S∈Σ≤a+1
P2 =
{
TA3}T∈Σ≤b Q2 =
{
TA}T∈Σ≤b+1
P3 =
{
q
A3
}q∈Q Q3 =
{
q
A
}q∈Q .
To apply Corollary A.1 we will need to know that the sets of denotations JQjK are linearly
independent for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. While this is clear for Q3, in the case of Q1,Q2 we are asking
about the linear independence of denotations in JslistAK which places a restriction on A.
Remark C.2. By [11, Remark B.11] as long as dim(JAK) > c/2 the set{JSAK}S∈Σ≤c
is linearly independent in JslistAK.
Proposition C.3. For any type A with
dim(JAK) > 1
2
max{a+ 1, b+ 1} (77)
there is a unique function ∆step
A,a,b
making the diagram
JTurA3K JstepAK // JTurAK
∆Σ≤a ×∆Σ≤b ×∆Q
ι
OO
∆step
A,a,b
// ∆Σ≤a+1 ×∆Σ≤b+1 ×∆Q
ι
OO
commute.
Proof. Immediate from Corollary A.1.
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We repeat here the notation used in [11, Lemma 4.19], where
α =
s∑
i=1
ai · Siσi, , β =
t∑
j=1
bj · Tjτj , γ =
r∑
k=1
ck · qk , (78)
are generic elements of ∆Σ≤a,∆Σ≤b and ∆Q respectively, and (σˆki , qˆ
k
i , dˆ
k
i ) = δ(σi, qk).
Lemma C.4. In the situation of the proposition, with α, β, γ as above, set
(α′, β′, γ′) = ∆step
A,a,b
(α, β, γ) .
Then
α′ =
(∑
i,k
aickδdˆki =0
)(∑
i
ai · Si
)
+
(∑
i,k
aickδdˆki =1
)( ∑
i,i′,j,k
aiai′bjck · Siσˆki′τj
)
,
β′ =
(∑
i,k
aickδdˆki =1
)(∑
j
bj · Tj
)
+
(∑
i,k
aickδdˆki =0
)( ∑
i,j,j′,k
bjbj′aick · Tjτj′σˆki
)
,
γ′ =
∑
i,k
aick · qˆki .
Proof. An immediate consequence of [11, Lemma 4.19].
Lemma C.5. There is a unique function
∆strstep : ∆(Σ∗)×∆(Σ∗)×∆Q −→ ∆(Σ∗)×∆(Σ∗)×∆Q
with the property that for any a, b ≥ 1 and type A satisfying (77), the diagram
∆(Σ∗)×∆(Σ∗)×∆Q ∆strstep // ∆(Σ∗)×∆(Σ∗)×∆Q
∆(Σ≤a)×∆(Σ≤b)×Q
OO
∆step
A,a,b
// ∆(Σ≤a+1)×∆(Σ≤b+1)×∆Q
OO
commutes, where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusions Σ≤a ⊆ Σ∗ and Σ≤b ⊆ Σ∗.
Proof. First of all we observe that if A,B are two types satisfying (77) then ∆step
A,a,b
=
∆step
B,a,b
by Lemma C.4. Secondly, note that if a ≤ a′ and b ≤ b′ then the diagram
∆Σ≤a
′ ×∆Σ≤b′ ×∆Q
∆step
A,a′,b′
// ∆Σ≤a
′+1 ×∆Σ≤b′+1 ×∆Q
∆Σ≤a ×∆Σ≤b ×Q
OO
∆step
A,a,b
// ∆Σ≤a+1 ×∆Σ≤b+1 ×∆Q
OO
commutes, from which the claim follows.
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Definition C.6. We call ∆strstep the naive probabilistic extension of strstep.
We define for u ≤ 0 a function
Lu : Σ
∗ −→ Σ ,
Lu(σ−l · · ·σ−1σ0) =
{
σu u ≥ −l
 otherwise
and for u ≥ 1 a function (note the reversed order)
Ru : Σ
∗ −→ Σ ,
Ru(σl · · ·σ1) =
{
σu u ≤ l
 otherwise
These functions induce functions ∆Lu,∆Ru : ∆(Σ
∗) −→ ∆Σ on distributions. We define
patch : ∆(Σ∗)×∆(Σ∗) −→ (∆Σ)Z,
patch(α, β)(v) =
{
∆(Lv)(α) v ≤ 0
∆(Rv)(β) v ≥ 1
Theorem C.7. The diagram
∆(Σ∗)×∆(Σ∗)×∆Q ∆strstep //
patch×1

∆(Σ∗)×∆(Σ∗)×∆Q
patch×1

(∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q
∆step
// (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q
commutes.
Proof. By direct calculation using Lemma C.4.
In Lemma 6.4 we showed that the naive probabilistic extensions ∆arelstep assemble to
define the map ∆step. The next result shows that this map, and its powers (see Lemma
6.7) may also be assembled from the naive probabilistic extensions of the proofs boolstep.
In this sense, while relstep and boolstep are genuinely different encodings of the step
function (see [11, Remark 5.7]) they determine the same propagation of uncertainty.
Corollary C.8. For each t ≥ 1 the function ∆stept is unique with the property that for
all a, b, c, d ≥ 1 and any type A satisfying
3max{c,d}+1 dim(JAK) > 1
2
max{a+ t, b+ t} (79)
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the diagram
(∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q ∆stept // (∆Σ)Z, ×∆Q
Πc,d×1

(∆Σ)a × (∆Σ)b ×∆Q
filla,b×1
OO
∆tboolstepa,b,c,d
A
// (∆Σ)c × (∆Σ)d ×∆Q
commutes, where filla,b fills the tape outside the region [−a + 1, b] with blanks, and Πc,d
is the projection onto the region [−c+ 1, d].
Proof. Let us first explain the strange constraint in (79). By [11, Definition 4.27]
tboolstepa,b,c,d = unpackc,d | δstept | packa,b .
with various basetypes, which we omit from the notation. In calculating the denotations
we make use of pairs of binary integers in Σ≤a×Σ≤b at the beginning (that is, immediately
after pack) then Σ≤a+1×Σ≤b+1 after one application of step, and so on through to Σ≤a+p×
Σ≤b+p just prior to applying unpack. In order that the denotations of all these binary
integers are linearly independent, it suffices by [11, Remark B.11] to have
dim(JA3e+1K) > 1
2
max{a+ p, b+ p}
see also [11, Remark 4.21] where e = max{c, d} and this yields (79). With this hypothesis
the polynomial function Fψ for boolstep may be computed by composing the polynomial
functions for t copies of step. Using this and the theorem we may compute that
∆tboolstepa,b,c,d = ∆
(
unpackc,d | stept | packa,b)
= (Πc,d × 1) ◦ (patch× 1) ◦ (∆strstep)t ◦∆packa,b
= (Πc,d × 1) ◦ (∆step)t ◦ (patch× 1) ◦∆packa,b
= (Πc,d × 1) ◦ (∆step)t ◦ (filla,b × 1)
as claimed.
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